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1. Introduction 

 

“Science has been a contribution to the human progress a lot, 

and in the future, it will be continued to make numerous progress from the ethics studies” 

 

The human has made numerous developments since it has advent on the earth. This development 

not only improves the creature’s comfort such as food, clothing, and shelter but also guarantees welfare, 

convenience and so on. Continuously, human will make a great effort for sustainable development (SD) 

[1,2]. 

The human life is closely connected with energy. The foods we consume are our body energy source, 

which allows us to maintain body temperature, walk, and some exercise. Further being primitive, the 

vegetation has be photosynthesis on the primary earth by the solar. Heterotrophs such as Homo sapiens 

could use more energy evolved to exploit. Indeed, the ability to use energy extrasomatically (outside 

the body) allows humans enables human beings to use far more energy than any other heterotroph that 

has evolved. The control of fire and the exploitation of fossil fuels have made it possible for Homo 

sapiens to release, in a short time, vast amounts of energy that accumulated long before the species 

appeared. 

From the view point of the energy, the history human can be recorded by deformation of the main 

source of fuel for energy. The Neolithic era has historical value in that humanity began to grow grain, 

a stable energy supply. The Neolithic era has historical value in that humanity began to grow grain, a 

stable supply available energy. Hence, humanity can accumulate surplus products by harvest crops 

compared to the previous era survived by foraging. In addition, a national system is created to maintain 

surplus products, while a war of aggression occurs. 

By using extrasomatic energy to modify more and more of its environment to suit human needs, the 

human population effectively expanded its resource base so that for long periods it has exceeded 

contemporary requirements. The world's present population of over 5.5 billion is sustained and 

continues to grow through the use of extrasomatic energy [3]. 

With the course of time, the history of human faced revolutionary a changeover period through the 

industrial revolution. At the close of the 17th century, the breaking down feudalism of England, and the 

wool industry developed centered on farmers. The first industrial revolution began in the 18th century 
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when a steam engine improved by James Watt based on abundant underground resources (coal, iron) 

that in England. Machines were invented to replace humans or horses and cattle. The power to move 

them came from the coal. The driving force of the industrial revolution was coal. However, an engine 

with a new internal combustion engine was developed instead of the steam engine, which used to occupy 

most of the power with the continuous development of technology. After a developed internal 

combustion engine using coal gas was applied in the light industry, Gottlieb Daimler & Wilhelm 

Maybach developed a gasoline engine in 1885. The revolution of conveyance, which is the starting 

point of today's automobile industry, took place. Indeed, a world in which the main energy is changed 

from coal to oil has begun.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Global primary energy consumption [4] 

Source: ourworldindata.org/grapher/global-primary-energy 

 

With the continuous industrial revolution and the advancement of science, the human needs more 

energy with overtime. Consumption of energy and mineral resources has been increasing sharply with 

world economic growth over the past half century. The fossil fuels supply more than 90% of all the 

energy consumed today [5]. This rapid burst in energy and mineral resources consumption has been 
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induced the global problems of depletion of resources and destruction of the environment.  

Geologist estimate that the only 210~340T/ of petroleum resources deposited in the earth [6]. It 

means that petroleum resources of the world will be depleted at 41 years later. In the case of natural gas 

and coal. Their resources are also extremely limited. 

The effects of two oil crises, caused by the Arab oil embargo of 1973-1974 and Iran/Iraq war in 

1979, raised ten times the oil price of 1973. The lack of fossil fuels will bring about the third oil shock 

in near future. In addition, the extravagant amount of CO2 (40 billion ton per year), SOx, NOx and etc. 

has been generated by the combustion of fossil fuels. It lead to serious environmental problems such as 

the greenhouse effect, the breakdown of O3 layer, and the acid rain. The reduction of the greenhouse 

gas emission is achieved by greater use of renewable energy and nuclear power and improved energy 

efficiency. 

 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

Humanity continues to form an advanced society, it is assured that there will be developing 

civilizations and inventions in the future. The energy source used has changed according to the 

developed society. Until now, energy sources are highly dependent on the earth's underground resources. 

These underground resources are limited cause many ecosystem disturbances with environmental 

destruction in their use. These problems will worsen over time, which is recognized to the populace 

more than in the past. Most people prefer using recycle and working on energy saving for the 

environment. Targeting public awareness, commercial companies are also aiming to grow and leap 

forward through the development of eco-friendly products. In addition, the expansion of renewable 

energy is being encouraged by the state and organizations. The expansion of renewable energy is 

desirable. It is eco-friendly above all, a sustainable energy source. However, many problems remain to 

be solved. Solar energy cannot generate electricity at night and it is strongly affected by sunlight during 

the day. Wind power also has jagged power generation depending on the season and weather. To 

compensate for such intermittent, electricity is stored in an energy storage system (ESS) and used when 

needed, but it is still unstable and expensive. Another problem with renewable energy is an enormous 

site. In countries with a small area and a large population, securing a site for generating renewable 

energy is difficult. Both problems are not easy to solve simple, they stand out as problems of cost and 

efficiency. However, safety is the focus of public opinion due to the connection with fission energy, 

which cannot be overlooked. Fusion has a clear advantage over fission at this point. Fusion is in 

principle safe. It is neither exploding nor out of control. Fission plants must contain significant amounts 
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of fuels such as uranium or plutonium to last for several years, fusion plants only need very little 

deuterium or tritium fuel. Usually, about 1 gram of fuel can hold the reaction for a few seconds. If fuel 

is not supplied continuously, the fusion power plant shuts down or knock-off. The second safety issue 

is the radioactive waste problem. There are two types of waste produced by fission reactors. The most 

difficult is the treatment and store of waste from the fission fuel cycle. The fusion fuel cycle does not 

generate such radioactive waste. The helium gas generated from the fusion fuel cycles, which is neither 

toxic nor radioactive. Tritium used as a fuel itself has radioactivity, but its half-life is 12.3 years, 

decaying relatively quickly [7]. In addition, all of the generated tritium is rapidly burned in the power 

plant through supporting system. Therefore, it is safe for a fusion power plant that there is no need to 

move radioactive fuel or take it out of the power plant. The raw materials for making fusion fuel are 

lithium and water, both of which are no completely radioactive. Lithium is enough to last thousands of 

years, and deuterium exists in seawater to an infinite degree. These raw materials are widely distributed 

in almost every location on the ground, making it impossible for a single country to monopolize. The 

second source of waste from nuclear power plants is the structure materials that make up the reactor. 

Structure materials take radioactive by neutrons emitted during nuclear reactions. Fusion & Fission are 

similar in this respect in a broad sense, certain parts of the materials of a fusion power plant may have 

very strong radioactivity. The work on the parts that need to be stored, repaired, or replaced is carried 

out by a remotely controlled robot-arm. The collected materials are stored in a thick concrete shield. 

However, the disposal time of the waste of structure materials from fusion energy is much shorter than 

that of fission waste. A nuclear fusion power plant can be safely disposed of if it is shielded for about 

100 years after the end of its life. Furthermore, this waste can be reduced by selecting materials with 

considered design. The radiation level remaining about 100 years after a fusion plant shuts down can 

be made close to the amount left by a coal plant with careful design and material selection. It will be 

surprising that radiation is also emitted from coal power plants. When coal is burned, no new radiation 

is emitted, but coal contains uranium in addition to many other toxic factors, and that uranium is released 

into the environment when it is burned. The proportion of uranium in the coal is relatively small, but it 

is a significant amount considering the total content. Considering the amount of electricity used in a 

typical industrial city, 3.5 million barrels of coal must be burned to obtain energy that uses 1 gigawatt 

of electricity for a year, which the uranium contained in it exceeds 5 tons. This amount is actually more 

than the amount of uranium that must be used in a fission reactor to supply the stated amount of 

electricity. Some of the uranium is released into the air, but most of it remains as ash. It is buried in 

landfills. 

Ceramics are defined as ‘artificially made non-metallic inorganic solid materials’. The etymology 

of ceramics is the Greek word keramikos, which is derived from the ancient Sanscript word meaning 

‘burning’. Ceramics are old and new material from the beginning of humankind to the present [8-9]. It 

was made as earthenware in the age of stone tools and earthenware and has supported the text of each 
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country as pottery of arts and crafts according to the progress of civilization. When the modern industry 

started, it has supported the modern industry in Japan as a material with excellent material properties 

such as heat resistance, wear resistance, voltage resistance, and chemical resistance. Today's ceramics, 

which are given more functionality, have become an indispensable industrial material in many situations. 

Currently, ceramics are an indispensable industrial material along with metal materials such as iron 

and organic materials such as plastics. Among them, ceramics, which use high-purity refined raw 

materials and artificially adjust the composition and microstructure in order to maximize the 

characteristics of the materials, often use natural raw materials, such as ceramics, cement, and glass. In 

contrast to traditional ceramics such as these, they are called fine ceramics. Silicon carbide used in this 

study is also one of the fine ceramics. Fine ceramics, which have various chemical bonds such as ionic 

bonds and covalent bonds, have great expectations for future development and development as 

advanced materials that exhibit properties different from those of other materials. 

 

Years Developed fine ceramics 

1920s Cobalt ferrite (ferrite magnetic) 

1940s Barium titanate 

1950s 

Zirconate titanate 

Semiconductor thermistor 

Translucent ceramics 

Artificial diamond 

1960s C/C composites 

1970s 

Non-oxide ceramics 

Zinc oxide barrister 

Titanium oxide catalyst 

1980s 
High-temperature superconducting ceramics 

High quality gallium nitride crystal fullerenes for blue light emitting diodes 

1990s carbon nanotube 

Table 1.1 History of development of fine ceramics 

 

Electronics-related materials have made particularly significant progress in fine ceramics. By 

increasing the purity, the electromagnetic properties of many substances have been clarified, and 

materials with good properties have become available. As an example, an oxide having a perovskite 

crystal structure contains many substances having different components. From these substances, barium 
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titanate ferroelectrics, which have an extremely large relative permittivity compared to conventional 

materials, were discovered in the 1940s, and new materials that exhibit superconductivity at high 

temperatures were discovered in the 1980s. Table 1-1 [8-9] shows an example of the development of 

fine ceramics. From a lot of research, not only in the field of electronics, but also in the fields of 

structural materials, biomaterials, etc., many fine-ceramic products support modern society, and in order 

to further expand the range of applications, stability as an industrial product is required. Improving 

reliability is an issue to be solved. One way to solve this problem is the compounding described in the 

section. 

One of the important achievements in fusion reactor is the improvement of generation energy [10]. 

The energy is generated the transition from kinetic energy of neutron to thermal energy in fusion reactor. 

Therefore, the generation energy is important the thermal energy. Namely, the fusion reactor is need the 

operation at high temperature. Generally, the fusion reactor such as JT-60, TFTK, JET, and ITER is 

conducted the steels to the structure materials. However, the steels such as stainless steel and reduced 

activation ferritic martensitic steel are have weak-point at high temperature, which is connected the 

limit of operation conditions. The ceramic materials can be increasing the operation parameter such as 

operation temperature. 

 

 

1.2 Objective and outline of research 

 

At present, fusion reactor are used the deuterium (D) - tritium (T) reaction because it occurs 

relatively at low-temperature with high reactivity. A part of breeding blanket is important in fusion 

reactor, which is located between the fusion plasma and vacuum vessel. The main functions of breeding 

blanket are the generation and transport of heat from the neutron of kinetic energy, the tritium breeding 

from the nuclear reaction of neutrons and lithium, the neutron shielding and so on. The goals for fusion 

power plant are to produce energy in as safe, economical, and benign a manner as possible. This thesis 

includes that the study of ceramic materials for application as structure/functional materials in solid-

breeding blanket for generation of energy in as safe, economical. 

The SiC/SiC composites have many desirable characteristics when compared to metals. One of the 

most attractive characteristics of SiC/SiC composites is high strength at high temperatures with light 

weight. Typically, the operating temperatures of metals such as reduced activity ferritic metals do not 

exceed 550 oC, while the temperature ceramics can potentially be expected between 1000 and 1500 oC. 

It is expected that the enable operation of the plant and efficient energy production compared to metals. 
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Despite advantages of SiC/SiC composites over metals, composites with complicated shapes have own 

properties depending on their fiber reinforcing architectures.  

A tritium breeding material demands to withstand several radiation-induced damage and high 

temperatures, as well as to be compatible with the structural material. Lithium metatitanate (Li2TiO3) 

has been chosen as the ceramic material in solid-breeding blanket. Li2TiO3 has reasonable lithium 

density, high melting temperature, low activation, good chemical stability, and excellent tritium release 

performance, relative to all other candidates such as Li2O, Li4SiO4, Li2ZrO3, LiAlO2, and so on. 

However, the development such as fabrication method and compatibility test with ceramic structure of 

Li2TiO3 is not enough in terms of tritium breeding ratio (TBR).  

In this paper, a development of ceramic materials that can be applied to the structural/functional 

materials of the solid-breeding blanket was conducted to effectively increase the in terms of energy 

production efficiency of nuclear fusion reactors. In order to understand the mechanical properties 

change according to the fiber reinforced architecture of SiC/SiC composite that can be applied as a 

structural material, the inter-laminar shear strength and the fracture mechanism were examined. In the 

case of tritium breeding material, a manufacturing method for Li2TiO3 breeder was developed for 

improving the physical properties. And the operating conditions of Li2TiO3 breeder are proposed in a 

solid-breeding blanket of the fusion reactor. A details are as follows. 

Chapter 1 is an introduction, where the importance of fusion energy toward the continued growth of 

a sustainable society on earth is emphasized. The motivation and objective of this study are also 

explained. Chapter 2 presents the background of study on SiC/SiC composites, Li2TiO3 breeder, and 

the fusion energy by referring to the literatures. Chapter 3 cares about the mechanical properties of 

SiC/SiC composites with different fiber reinforced architectures. Though the mechanical strength 

values such as in-plane and inter-laminar shear strength were not to be significantly modified, but the 

elastic modulus was affected by the fiber reinforced architecture. Intersections of the fiber bundles are 

suggested to behave as obstacles for deformation and crack propagation according to the comparison 

of fracture surface and load-displacement curves. Chapter 4 discusses the oxidation behavior of SiC/SiC 

composites. The weight change of the composites was confirmed at 600 oC in oxidizing environment. 

Because the carbon exists at the matrix/fiber interface in SiC/SiC composites, the degradation of 

mechanical properties is considered to be caused by the oxidation of carbon. The SiC coating for the 

composites is suggested to be necessary as an oxidation barrier. 

Chapter 5 describes the improvement of a slurry droplet wetting method for Li2TiO3 breeder to 

obtain good physical properties. The fabricated Li2TiO3 pebbles were satisfied the properties such as 

spherical shape with 1mm diameter, suitable grain boundaries (5~10um), and a homogeneous 

microstructure. The carbon exists in the Li2TiO3 breeder because the organic binder is added to the 
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slurry for the shaping. Because the residual carbon is expected to cause the discoloration of the sintered 

body during the sintering in the He + 1%H2 atmosphere, the pebbles need to be thermally treated at 600 
oC for 20h before the sintering process. Chapter 6 proposes optimal operation conditions of the Li2TiO3 

pebble bed based on the sintering and creep behavior during the operation. Chapter 7 discusses the 

compatibility between SiC/SiC composites and Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials. The optimal 

operation conditions of the blanket made by the SiC/SiC composites and Li2TiO3 breeders are 

suggested. 

A design with the improved structural integrity of the breeding blanket is expected from the 

evaluation of the mechanical properties of the SiC/SiC composite material with a different fiber 

reinforcing architecture. Furthermore, the Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials with suitable physical 

properties were fabricated by improvement fabrication method, which is expected to increase the 

efficiency of the fusion power reactor applied to the breeding blanket concept. 
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Figure 1.2 Layout of dissertation 
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2. Background 

 

The mass defect can be explained to the Einstein’s equation E=mc2, and represents the energy that 

was released when the nucleus was formed. This is the basic principle of nuclear fusion energy, the 

process of fusion of light atoms such as hydrogen into the heavy atoms. For the understanding, the 

average binding energy per nucleon according to the total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus 

(i.e. atomic mass) is shown in figure 2.1 [4]. Where the x-axis the nucleons number of 56 is presented 

the maximum value of the y-axis, it means that the corresponding elements are the most stable elements. 

Elements located on both end areas have excess mass, which can be moved to the center of the curve 

from that the excess mass is released in the form of energy. Indeed, two light atoms react with each 

other to form a heavy atom (nuclear fusion). On the other hand, a heavy atom is divided split into two 

light atoms (nuclear fission).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Experimental values of the average binding energy per nucleon as a function of the 

mass number, which adopted from Ref. [4] 

 

The various fusion reaction can occur as shown in Figure 2.2, however, the Deuterium (D) - Tritium 

(T) reaction is the most viable reaction among them because it has relatively high reactivity at the low 

temperature. Deuterium can be extracted by electrolysis of seawater (0.03g/1L), and tritium can be 

obtained through the reaction of lithium and neutrons. Lithium is buried in an amount that can be used 

for about 15 million years on the earth. About specific of how can obtained tritium is described in 
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section 2.1.2. In the case of the D-T reaction, the energy generated per number of times is 17.6 MeV. 

This is enormous energy even compared to fission power generation. In the case of fusion power 

generation, the reactor system is automatically stopped when the fuel supply is interrupted. Even if there 

is a malfunction of equipment or something it is immediately extinguished without risk of explosion. 

In addition, there is no high-level radio-waste just a small amount of radio-waste with a very short half-

life exists. Based on this, the reduction of radio-waste is expected in about 50 years compared to coal-

fired power plants. 

Fusion energy is attracting attention as an inevitable alternative energy source in the future due to 

its large capacity and eco-friendly characteristics for the development of fusion into a sustainable energy 

source, there are two primary requirements. First one is that it must be economically competitive and 

second, it must have public acceptance. Decisions regarding the viability of fusion energy will depend 

on the alternatives and competition for energy generation, and the risk associated with the 

implementation of a new technology. It is widely recognized that fusion offers a potential for significant 

safety and environmental advantages as an energy source. However, it is generally concluded that it 

will be a major challenge to make fusion energy economically competitive. It is also clear that the first-

wall/blanket system will have a dominant impact on both the economic and the safety/environmental 

issues. Since most of the fusion energy is recovered in this system, it will operate at the highest 

temperature and will be exposed to the highest radiation levels [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Fusion reactivity depending on the temperature, which adopted from Ref. [3]. 
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Figure 2.3 Fusion energy roadmap. 

 

The roadmap of fusion development is required as shown in figure 2.3 in order to reach a commercial 

power plant based on the scientific possibilities. Table 2.1 shows the world's main nuclear testing 

equipment for scientific possibilities, which is the first step on the milestone (in table 2.1 is not including 

the contents about table 2.2). 

The blanket is the component which will be located between the fusion plasma and vacuum vessel 

and provides the main thermal and nuclear shielding to the vessel and other components (in figure 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of fusion reactor and each components (this figure is marked based on the 

European DEMO [31]. 
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 This component may correspond to the reactor core of the fission plant where neutron energy is 

converted into the heat which is removed by coolants. The blanket also works as tritium producer and 

thermal generator in the fusion reactor. To realize these goals, many different concepts were proposed. 

All of the demonstration (DEMO) concepts could be classified with regard to the breeding materials 

into two categories [25-29]: solid ceramic and liquid breeders with the options of self-cooled or 

separately cooled versions (a detail is shown in figure 2.6). These concepts also depend on development 

of structure materials and the design parameters, such as thermal exchange ratio, neutron flux and 

Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR). The main functions of blanket are: 

1) The generation of heat energy from neutron energy 

2) The tritium breeding (recycle of tritium) 

3) The shielding of neutron (i.e. protecting fusion system) 

Fusion energy can offer an abundant source of energy for these processes and can be improved by 

the development of high performance blanket. In this phase, the high temperature blanket types are 

assessed and a high temperature blanket concept for hydrogen production is proposed, shown in Table 

2.2 [30]. 

At present, Thousands of engineers and scientists have contributed to the design of the International 

Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) since the idea for an international joint experiment in 

fusion was first launched in 1985 for verification of technical possibilities. The ITER Members “China, 

the European Union, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and the United States” are now engaged in a 35-year 

collaboration to build and operate the ITER experimental device, and together bring fusion to the point 

where a demonstration fusion reactor can be designed. The drawing of technical design for ITER is 

shown in Figure 2.5 [2]. 
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Figure 2.5 Drawing of the ITER tokamak and integrated plant systems [2]. 

  

ITER will be the first fusion device to produce net energy. ITER will be the first fusion device to 

maintain fusion for long periods of time. And ITER will be the first fusion device to test the integrated 

technologies, materials, and physics regimes necessary for the commercial production of fusion-based 

electricity [2]. The ITER has been performed [2] specifically to: 

1) Product 500 MW of fusion power 

2) Demonstration the integrated operation of technologies for a fusion power plant 

3) Achievement a deuterium-tritium plasma in which the reaction is sustained through internal 

heating 

4) Testing of tritium breeding 

5) Demonstration the safety characteristics of a fusion device 

The ITER project progress to aim the technical specification, which has to perform horizontally with 

the innovated design concept and R&D of materials. In addition to the high performance requirements 

of the fusion system, it is important to utilize ‘low activation’ materials in the first-wall/blanket system 

in order to achieve the ultimate safety and environmental advantages of fusion. The products of the 

deuterium + tritium (D + T) fusion reaction are helium, which is environmentally benign, and an 

energetic neutron, which is needed to react with lithium to breed tritium for the fuel cycle. 
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Table 2.1 Fusion device in the world for development of fusion energy 

 

 

Distinguish Device Location period Major Radius (m) Minor radius (m) 

Magnetic confinement 

Tokamak-15 (T-15) Russia 1988-1995 2.43 0.7 

KAERI Tokamak-1 (KT-1) South 
Korea 1985-1997   

KSTAR South 
Korea 2007-present 1.8 0.5 

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
(TFTR) USA 1982-1997   

Joint European Torus (JET) UK 1984-present   

Japan Torus-60 (JT-60) Japan 1985-2010 3.3 1 

JT-60 super, advanced (JT-60 SA) Japan expected 2020   

JFT-2M Japan 1983-2004 1.3 0.35 

TRIAM-1M Japan 1987-2005 0.8 0.02 

JIPPT-II U Japan 1983-1984 0.93 0.22 

Inertial confinement 
Shiva and Nova USA    

ETIGO Japan    
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Fusion 
reactor 

ARIES-
AT TAURO A-SSTR-E A-HCPB W/Li/He EBOLVE V/Li/He  V/Li FFHR-2 A-DC ARIES-

ST FDS-II FDS-
III 

Fusion 
power 

(GW 
1.7 3 4 4.5 3.5 3.5 1.9 2.43 1 3.4 2.9 2.5 2.6 

FW heat 
flux 

(MW/m2) 

0.26 
(ave.) 

0.5 
(ave.) 

1.0 
(ave.) 

0.6 
(peak) 

2.0 
(peak) 

2.0 
(peak) 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.45 

(ave.) 
0.46 

(ave.) 
0.54 

(ave.) 
0.8 

(ave.) 

Neutron all 
loading 

(MW/m2) 

3.2 
(ave)  

2 
(ave) 

6 
(ave) 

2.76 
(ave) 

7 
(peak) 

10 
(peak) 

2.9 
(ave) 

2.5 
(ave) 1.7 2.27 

(ave) 
4.1 

(ave) 
2.72 
(ave) 

4 
(ave) 

Structure 
material SiC/SiC composites                 W-alloy        V-alloy                            RFAM                          

Maximum 
allowed 
temperature 

1000 1000 1100 1000 1400 1400 700 700 700 550 550 550 550 

FW 
material, 
Kth 

(W/mk) 

20 15 15 15 85 
(at 1400K) 

85 
(at 1400K) 35 27 

(at 700K) 35 33 33 33 33 

Fuel form L L S S L L L L L L L L L 
Tritium 
breeder 
(neutron 
multiplier) 

Pb–Li Pb–Li Li2TiO2(Be) Li4SiO4(Be) Li Li Li Li Flibe(Be) Pb–Li Pb–Li Pb–Li Pb–Li 

Coolant Pb–Li Pb–Li He He He Li He Li Flibe He/Pb–Li He/Pb–
Li He/Pb–Li He/Pb–

Li 

Coolant Tin 654 650 600 350 800 ~800 400 250 450 450 
(Pb–Li) 

550 
(Pb–Li) 

480 
(Pb–Li) 

400 
(Pb–Li) 

Coolant 
Tout 1100 850 900 700 1100 1200 650 650 700 700 

(Pb–Li) 
700 

(Pb–Li) 
700 

(Pb–Li) 
1000 

(Pb–Li) 
 

Table 2.2 High temperature blanket designs and key parameters [30]. 
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2.1 Functional & structure materials for breeding blanket in 

fusion reactor 

 

The challenge is to develop structural materials which maintain high performance during prolonged 

exposure to high thermal and radiation flux. In addition to their structural properties, they may need 

chemical compatibility with coolants and be relatively easy to manufacture. The thermo-mechanical 

properties must not be degraded significantly due to damage and activation by 14 MeV neutrons. Heat 

conductivity should be maintained as well as low swelling and void formation, despite high levels of 

helium and hydrogen production. Weldability after irradiation should also be considered in order to 

allow re-welding after the maintenance operation. They should also have low levels of nuclear self-

heating after irradiation and low activation to ease both maintenance and recycling of material. In the 

sixties and seventies the high temperature advantage of refractory alloys (based on molybdenum, 

tungsten, and vanadium) gave impetus to their development for fusion applications. Their major 

drawback was their embrittlement after irradiation. Therefore, in the late seventies attention shifted to 

low activation alloys and the development of vanadium-alloys was emphasized. Research work was 

started on reduced activation austenitic steels where elements with high neutron induced activation (like 

nickel) were replaced by elements (such as manganese) with similar overall properties, but low 

activation. These steels fell into disfavor due to their poor phase stability and the complexity of 

fabrication. In the early nineties the study of low activation ferritic-martensitic steels started. The track 

record of conventional chromium steels exposed to high neutron fluxes in fast breeder reactors 

encouraged the investigation of ferritic/martensitic steels including oxide dispersion strengthened 

ferritic/martensitic steels. The present decade has seen attention broaden to high temperature SiC/SiC 

composites. Some attention has been devoted recently to titanium and chromium alloys but these are 

still at an early stage of development. 

The functional material is very important in respect of the high efficiency of energy generation and 

management of fusion reactor. Typically, the functional materials is implied the tritium breeding 

materials and neutron multiplier. In case of some design such as HCCR is including neutron reflector. 

There can be used a lot of materials as functional materials. However, this study is mentioned tritium 

breeding material as a functional material. A detailed description of the tritium breeding material is 

presented in chapter 2.1.2. 

A suitable breeding blanket technology will have to be proven to work reliable in a demonstration 

or prototype fusion reactor with satisfying performance and overall parameters and at the same time 

should show a clear route towards further improvements in the ongoing technological development. If 
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the systems applied to a demonstration or prototype fusion reactor would not allow the latter, a different 

blanket technology has to be brought to the market at a certain point, which most likely would require 

additional demonstration and prototype reactors. Table 2.3 is summarized the expected degree of 

application of each material to fusion reactor [36]. Where, the TSP is advanced reactor attractiveness 

parameter in view point of the ‘would it be attractive in the long term?’, and DAP is DEMO 

attractiveness parameter in view point of the “is a corresponding near term variant available and 

attractive for DEMO?’, and TSP is technological simplicity parameter in view point of the ‘are most 

technical issues solved today and is the system relatively simple (is the R&D demand tremendous)?’[36]. 

 

 TSP DAP AAP 

Ceramic breeder concepts 

(steel structures) 
High High Medium-low 

Ceramic breeder concepts 

(SiC/SiC structures) 
Low Very low High 

Dual coolant concept 

(steel structures) 

Medium 

(high for HCLL) 
High High 

Self-cooled PbLi 

(siC/SiC structures) 
Low Very low Very high 

Flibe Medium Medium Medium-low 

Helium Very low Very low Very high 

 

Table 2.3 expected degree of fusion reactor when use variable structural & functional materials [36]. 
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2.1.1 SiCf/SiC composites 

 

 

The structural materials of first wall and blanket in DT tokamak reactor suffer from: 

1) High surface heat flux causes mechanical and electromagnetic loading and alternating thermal 

stresses; 

2) High energy (14.1 MeV) fusion neutrons produce displaced atoms and helium, hydrogen, and solid 

transmutation products, leading to changes in bulk properties. 

The blanket systems are large systems with combined thermal, hydraulic and mechanical loading, 

irradiation, compatibility etc. The requirements for fusion structural materials are: 

1) The material could withstand high neutron wall loads under temperatures and coolant pressure 

conditions necessary to drive efficient thermodynamic cycles in a blanket; 

2) The lifetime of structural material must be long enough to minimize the necessary replacements of 

near-plasma components; 

3) The material should be of low activation in order to achieve the ultimate environmental attractiveness 

of fusion power. 

Ceramics generally are compounds of metallic or non-metallic elements and other non-metals such 

as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and boron. Compared to metals these compounds have higher melting 

temperatures, Young’s moduli and hardness and lower densities, electrical and thermal conductivities. 

Engineering ceramics are used in thermal and structural applications requiring high temperature 

resistance, high hardness and chemical inertness. Applications that exploit the thermal structural 

properties of ceramic commonly include cutting tool inserts, wear resistant components, ballistic armor, 

heat exchanger, burner tubes, prosthetics, dental implants, heat engines components and thermal barrier 

coatings. The dominating characteristics of ceramics that limit these and other engineering applications 

are their lack of plastic behavior at room temperatures and their low tolerance to flaws, i.e. low fracture 

toughness, that lead to catastrophic failure. Ceramic matrix composites are known as the oldest 

composite materials; the Bible refers to this particular type of materials when it tells a story of the 

fabrication of bricks with and without straw. Actually, bricks made of muck and clay and fired by 

sunlight are also ceramic matrix composites. The pre-history of modern fibrous ceramic matrix 

composites (CMCs) had a start in the early 60s when the first attempt to increase fracture toughness of 

ceramic materials by introducing refractory metal wires in a ceramic matrix were carried out. 
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SiC materials of interest for nuclear structural applications are mostly continuous fiber-reinforced 

ceramic matrix composites, which consist of SiC fiber, SiC matrix, and the fiber-matrix interphase. 

Nuclear-grade composites consist specifically of fully crystalline and stoichiometric SiC fibers and 

matrices and use a carbon interphase. Such composites are available through the nanoinfiltration and 

transient eutectic-phase (NITE) processing routes. 

All of the SiC/SiC composites properties that govern structural utility and life depend upon the 

constituent properties (fibers, matrix, and interfaces) as well as the fiber architecture. It is now well 

established that ceramic materials can be toughened appreciable by the addition of strong, continuous 

fiber reinforcements [3]. A major portion of the toughness is attributable to the work required to pull 

broken fibers out of the matrix against a frictional sliding resistance between the fiber and matrix [4, 5]. 

However, substantial pullout occurs only if the fibers can survive the onset of matrix cracking which 

occurs at a stress also dependent on many system properties [6]. Figure 2.6 shows the basic phenomena 

that give rise to inelastic strains are matrix cracks and fiber failures subject to interfaces that deboned 

and slide [7, 8]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The fundamental crack propagation mechanism associated 

with the matrix and the interface. 

 

The thermomechanical properties of coatings at fiber-matrix interfaces are critically important. A 

consistent characterization approach is necessary and the most commonly adopted hypothesis is that 
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there are two parameter, as shown in figure 2.7. One is associated with fracture and another with slip 

[9]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram indicating the sliding and debonding behavior envisaged in CMCs.  

 

Fracture, or debonding, is considered to involve a debond energy (Γ𝑖𝑖). Slop is expected to occur with 

a shear resistance [10, 11]. Slip is expected to occur with a shear resistance (τ). Debonding must be a 

Mode Ⅱ (shear) fracture phenomenon. In brittle systems, Mode Ⅱ fracture typically occurs by the 

coalescence of micro-cracks within a material layer. In some case, this layer coincides with the coating 

itself, such that debonding involves a diffuse zone of micro-crack damage. In other case, the layer is 

very thin and the debond has the appearance of of a single crack. For both situations, it is believed that 

debond propagation ban be represented by a Γ𝑖𝑖 with an associated stress jump above and below the 

debond front. When a discrete debond crack exists, fractional sliding of the crack faces provides the 

shear resistance. Such sliding occurs in accordance with a friction law, 

τ = 𝜏𝜏0 − μ𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 

Where μ is the Coulomb friction coefficient, 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the compression normal to the interface, and 𝜏𝜏0 

is a term associated with fiber roughness. When the debond process occurs by diffuse micro-cracking 

in the coating, it is again assumed that the interface has a constant shear resistance (𝜏𝜏0). 
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For debonding and sliding to occur, rather than brittle cracking through the fiber, the debond energy 

(Γ𝑖𝑖 ) must not exceed an upper bound, relative to the fiber fracture energy (Γ𝑓𝑓 ). Calculations have 

suggested that the following inequality must be satisfied. 

Γ𝑖𝑖 ≦ �
1
4
� Γ𝑓𝑓 

Measurement of the τ and the Γ𝑖𝑖 have been obtained by a variety of an approaches, as summarized 

in table 2.4. The most direct involves displacement measurement. These are conducted in two ways: (1) 

fiber push-through/push-in, by using a small-diameter and (2) tensile loading in the presence of matrix 

cracks. Indirect method for obtaining τ also exist. These include measurement of the saturation matrix 

crack spacing and the fiber pull out length. 

 

Direct method Indirect method 

Single fiber push-in and push-out 

Single fiber and bundle pull-out 

Bundle push-in 

Tensile evaluation of mini-composites(4 phases) 

Pull-out length 

Saturation crack spacing 

Hysteresis loop 

Unloading-reloading modulus 

 

Table 2.4 summary for the evaluation approaches of interfacial properties. 

 

In SiC/SiC composites with good composite properties, fiber pull-out is one of the evidences after 

fracture of specimen. These fracture surfaces measured by various methods provide valuable 

information. Regions with highly correlated fiber failures, with minimal pull-out, are indicative of 

manufacturing flaws. Such flaws often occur in regions where fiber coating problems existed. In zones 

where fiber failures are uncorrelated, the distribution of fiber pull-out lengths provides essential 

information. The pull-out lengths are related explicitly of the stochastics of fiber failure. 

The basic realization is that on average, fibers do not fail on the plane of the matrix crack, even 

though the stress in the fibers has its maximum value at this site. This unusual phenomenon relies 

exclusively on statistics, where in the locations of fiber failure may be identified as a distribution 

function that depends on the shape parameter (m). Furthermore, the mean pull-out length (ℎ�) has a 

connection with the characteristics length (𝜉𝜉𝑐𝑐). Consequently, a functional dependence exists, dictated 

by the non-dimensional parameters, ℎ�𝜏𝜏/𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 and m, 

ℎ�𝜏𝜏/𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐  =  λ(m) 
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There are two bounding solutions for the function (λ). Composite failure subject to multiples matrix 

cracking give the upper bound. Failure in the presence of a single crack gives the lower bound. Because 

of pull-out, a frictional pull-out resistance exists, which allows the material to sustain load, beyond the 

UTS. The associated ‘pull-out’ strength (𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝) is an important property of the composite. The 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 is given 

by 

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 = 2𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏ℎ�/𝑅𝑅 ∶= 2𝜏𝜏𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝜆𝜆(𝑚𝑚) 

Matrix cracking in SiC/SiC composites is strongly dependent on the microstructure of the composite 

and the fiber architecture. Matrix cracking stress (𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 ) is one of important properties of SiC/SiC 

composites, because the fiber pull-out depends on the matrix crack as well as other system properties. 

Besides, the oxidative gas can be infiltrated though the matrix cracks and it may decrease the durability 

of SiC/SiC composites under high temperature and oxidative condition. 

The development of damage in the form of matrix cracks within 1-D SiC/SiC composites subject to 

tensile loading has been traced by direct optical observations on specimens with carefully polished 

surfaces, and by acoustic emission detection, as well as by ultrasonic velocity measurements. 

Interrupted tests, in conjunction with sectioning and SEM observations, have also been used. Analysis 

of the matrix damage found in 1-D CMCs provides the basis upon which the behavior of 2-D and 3-D 

SiC/SiC composites may be addressed. 

We consider that a ceramic matrix of modulus 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 uniaxial reinforced with a volume fraction (f) 

of cylindrical fibers of radius (γ), modulus 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 mean tensile strength 𝜎𝜎0 at reference length (𝐿𝐿0) and 

Weibull modulus m describing both the distribution of strengths about 𝜎𝜎0 and the scaling of strength 

with fiber length L. Under uniaxial tension along the fiber axis, the response of the composite is linear 

with modulus E = f𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓  + (1-f) 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 until a critical matrix-cracking load 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐  is applied. At 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐  small 

preexisting matrix cracks propagate across the sample. It is assumed that, rather than propagating 

through the fibers, the fiber-matrix interface propagating though fibers, the fiber-matrix interface 

debonds and sliding of the fibers relative to the matrix occurs with sliding resistance 𝜏𝜏. Under these 

conditions, 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐  has been calculates as 

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 = �
𝜚𝜚𝜏𝜏Γ𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟

𝜏𝜏2𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝐸𝐸2

(1− 𝜏𝜏)𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚2
� 

Where, the Γ𝑚𝑚 is the matrix fracture energy. 

 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is the basic theory of fracture, originated by Griffith and 

completed completed in its essential aspects by Irwin and Rice. LEFM is a highly simplified. Yet 
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sophisticated theory that deals with sharp crack in elastic bodies. LEFM is applicable to any material 

as long as certain conditions are met. These conditions are related to the basic ideal situation analyzed 

in LEFM in which all the material is elastic except in a small region at the crack tip. In fact, the stresses 

near the crack tip are so high that some kind of inelasticity must take place in the immediate 

neighborhood of the crack tip; however, if the size of the inelastic zone is small relative to linear the 

dimensions of the body (including the size of the crack itself), the disturbance introduced by this small 

inelastic region is also small and, in the limit, LEFM is verified exactly.  

For certain cracked configurations subjected to external forces, it is possible to derive closed-form 

expressions for the stresses in the body, assuming isotropic linear elastic material behavior. If we define 

a polar coordinate axis with the origin at the crack tip. It can be shown that the stress field in any linear 

elastic cracked body is given by 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
𝑘𝑘
√𝑟𝑟

𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜃𝜃) + � 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟
𝑚𝑚
2

∞

𝑚𝑚=0

𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑚𝑚)(𝜃𝜃)  

Where the 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  is the stress tensor, r and 𝜃𝜃 are as defined in figure 2.8, the k is a constant, and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  

is a dimensionless function of 𝜃𝜃. The higher order terms depend on geometry, but the solution for any 

given configuration contains a leading term that is proportional to 1/√𝑟𝑟, regardless of the configuration 

of the cracked body. It can also be shown that displacement near the crack tip varies with √𝑟𝑟. The 

equation of 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  describes a stress singularity, since stress is asymptotic to r = 0. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Definition of the coordinate axis ahead of crack tip 

There are three types of loading that a crack can experience, as figure 2.9 illustrates. Mode I loading, 
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where the principal load is applied normal to the crack plane, tend to open the crack. Mode II 

corresponds to in-plane shear loading and tends to slide one crack face with respect to the other. Mode 

III refers to out-of-plane shear. A cracked body can be loaded in any one of these modes, or a 

combination of two or three modes. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Three modes of loading that can be applied to the crack. 

 

Each mode of loading produces the 1/√𝑟𝑟 singularity at the crack tip, but the proportionality constant 

(k) and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  depend on mode. At this point, it is convenient to replace k by the stress intensity factor 

(K), where K = k√2𝜋𝜋. The stress intensity factor is usually given a subscript to denote the mode of 

loading: i.e. 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼, 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼, and 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼. Thus the stress fields ahead of a crack tip in an isotropic linear elastic 

material can be written as 

lim
𝑟𝑟→0

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼) =

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼
√2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟

𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼)(θ) 

lim
𝑟𝑟→0

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) =

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
√2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟

𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)(θ) 

lim
𝑟𝑟→0

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) =

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
√2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟

𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)(θ) 

for Mode I, II, and III, respectively. In a mixed-mode problem (i.e. when more than one loading mode 

is present), the individual contributions to a given stress component are additive. 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝐼𝐼) + 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) 
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Above equations stems from the principle of linear super potion. 

 

SiC/SiC composites are attractive as structural materials in a fusion reactor system because of their 

favorable mechanical and low induced radioactivity properties under high-energy neutron irradiation. 

Due to their favorable mechanical properties at high temperatures and low activation, SiC/SiC 

composites are candidate structural materials for future fusion reactors. Several conceptual designs of 

fusion reactor including ITER utilizing a deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion reaction have been proposed 

[12-16]. The blanket behind the armor facing the D-T plasma consists of structural material, breeding 

material that converts lithium to tritium, a neutron multiplier, and coolant that removes heat to generate 

the electrical output of the reactor. The breeder and coolant for each design are selected in consideration 

of their compatibility with structural materials. Thus far, the SiC/SiC composite is proposed as a 

candidate structural material with marten ferritic steel and vanadium alloy. In the case of the SiC/SiC 

composite, the maximum inlet temperature of the coolant is assumed to be around 1000 oC due to its 

heat resistivity as compared to that of metal alloys. The structural materials are assumed to be replaced 

after reactor operation of 10–20 MW▪a/m2 corresponding to 100–200 dpa irradiation [17]. However, 

these composites are relatively new materials with a limited data base; however, there is sufficient 

understanding of their performance to identify key issues in their application. These issues include: 

mechanical such as inter-laminar shear strength (Chapter 3) and oxidation behavior (Chapter 4). 

Fracture resistance of SiC/SiC composites is dependent on the various parameters of test materials. 

Such as the strength and surface roughness of reinforcing fiber, bonding strength between fiber and 

matrix, the tensile and compressive strength and fracture resistance of matrix and so on. The graceful 

failure manner and high fracture resistance of SiC/SiC composites can be expected by the adoption of 

proper interphase and the high strength reinforcing fiber with low Weibull modulus. Usually SiC/SiC 

composites includes a little amount of micro and macro pores in its matrix and inter/intra fiber bundles. 

These pre-induced defects make the fracture behavior of SiC/SiC composites to be complex. 

After matrix cracking, the force, which is applied on the test specimen, is mainly maintained by the 

reinforcing fiber. The failure of reinforcing fiber leads to a large amount of energy release and the 

propagation of macro crack. The propagation of macro crack is intermittently progressed, because of 

the random failure of reinforcing fibers and the combination with pre-induced defects. The fracture 

behavior of SiC/SiC composites is also strongly affected by the properties of fiber/matrix interface and 

the architecture of reinforcing fiber bundles, but only limited papers have been reported the correlation 

between these material properties and fracture resistance. 
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2.1.2 Tritium Breeding Materials 

 

Based on the deuterium-tritium reaction, the main energy obtained in a fusion reactor is the neutron 

generated form the reaction. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the energy of neutrons into heat energy 

capable of generating power in order to the practical application of the fusion reactor. In the case of the 

TOKAMAK-type fusion reactor, the number of blanket modules that completely cover the inner walls 

of the vacuum vessel protect the steel structure and the superconducting toroidal field magnets from the 

heat and high-energy neutrons produced by the fusion reactions. The heat energy is recovered by 

transformed the kinetic energy when the neutrons are slowed in the blanket. At the same time, also it 

takes on the role of producing tritium using neutrons such as figure 2.10. And breeding blanket types in 

accordance with the breeder types are summarized in figure 2.11. As the fusion fuels, the deuterium can 

be extracted from seawater in virtually boundless quantities, but tritium is extremely rare in nature, 

which undergoes beta decay in a half-life of 12.3 years to become helium. Therefore, for the practical 

use of high-efficiency fusion energy, it is essential to develop a breeding blanket design concept that 

enables self-sufficiency of tritium in power plants. In this section, tritium breeding materials (i.e. 

functional materials) are described based on the breeding blanket design concept. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Breeding blanket design concept 
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Figure 2.11 Breeding blanket types according to the breeder types. 

 

Tritium can be obtained by both charged particle and neutron-induced nuclear reactions. The use 

of charged particle reactions based on the accelerator an accelerated beam proves to be uneconomic. 

The majority of the accelerator particles incident on the target dissipate their kinetic energy through 

inelastic collisions with the electrons in the target rather than inducing the desired nuclear reaction. 

The result is that the average energy required to produce a triton in this way is orders of magnitude 

greater than the energy that can be ultimately removed by burning the tritium thus produced in a 

fusion reactor [5]. Neutron-induced reactions can produce tritium with very high particle efficiency 

and convenience. The reactions are the following: 

6Li + n → 4He + T + 4.8 MeV                                                   (1) 

7Li + n → 4He + T + n – 2.5 MeV                                                (2) 

The reaction of (1) is a possible reaction caused by a slow neutron. It is an exothermic reaction and 

generate 4.8 MeV of energy. The second reaction is and endothermic reaction, which occurs only when 

neutrons move rapidly and absorbs 2.5 MeV of energy. The lithium exists 92.6% of 7Li and 6.4% of 6Li 

on the earth [4]. Based on the neutron-induced reaction, there are some candidates as tritium breeding 

material for the generation of tritium. The tritium breeding materials can be distinguished typically 

liquid or solid types.  

The main liquid type material candidates are liquid lithium, the eutectic alloy 17Li-83Pb, FLIBE, 
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and a molten salt consisting of (LiF)2BeF2. Where FLIBE and a molten salt although certainly not a 

metal; this material has been rejected because of its low breeding potential. Lithium-Lead-bismuth (Li-

Pb-Bi) eutectic is another non-mainstream choice generally rejected because of the production of 210Po 

from Bi under irradiation. The liquid metal breeders, as distinct from the solid breeder compounds, 

present the possibility of self-cooling, i.e. the breeding material can also be the heat transport fluid. 

Liquid metals are attractive because of the apparent simplicity of the blanket systems they offer and, 

indeed, in the early days of fusion when all attention was focused on plasma physics, it was simply 

assumed that the breeder blanket would be liquid lithium. However, in the past decades-long increasing 

emphasis has been placed on the technology and engineering of fusion reactors, with the result that 

serious concerns have emerged about liquid metal breeders. Table 2.5 lists these critical issues in which 

they are discussed in detail. The major issue concerns the safety problems inherent in using liquid metals 

and the danger of fire with these materials resulting in tritium release. The crux of this concern is largely 

judgmental in that arguments can be made from the liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) 

experience that liquid metals could be safely used but on the other hand, there is strong pressure from 

the fusion community to avoid any perceived safety issue with fusion. 

 

 

 

 

Safety Lithium of 17Li-83Pb fires with consequent tritium release; water cooling 

dangerous 

Corrosion Degradation of blanket structure by flowing liquid metals and resulting plugging 

and activity transport 

MHD effects Interaction of flowing liquid metals with reactor magnetic fields may lead to high 

pumping powers and poor heat transport 

Tritium control High solubility of tritium in lithium requires an effective large-scale extraction 

method; very low solubility in 17Li-83Pb causes concerns about tritium 

permeation 

 

Table 2.5 Critical issues of liquid metal breeders, which extract Ref [5]. 

 

In the viewpoint of the structure material, the corrosion and compatibility are important concerns. 
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Because it can be occurred the degradation of structure possible. The magenetohydrodynamics (MHD) 

problem refers to the difficulties of pumping liquid metals through the high magnetic fields 

characteristic of fusion reactor. Tritium is highly soluble in liquid lithium and thus there may be problem 

in removing it completely and reliably. In 17Li-83Pb, tritium has very low solubility, and tritium 

permeation and possible escape are major concerns. 

The search for alternatives to the liquid metals has lead in the last few years to the consideration of 

solid breeder materials. The major compounds considered are lithium oxide (Li2O) and the ternary 

oxides: lithium aluminate (LiAlO2), lithium silicate (Li2SiO3), lithium orthosilicate (Li4SiO4), lithium 

titanate (Li2TiO3), lithium zirconate (Li2ZrO3), and Li8ZrO6 (referring to table 2.7) [9, 10]. Other 

compounds such as the intermetallic alloys, Li7Pb2 and LiAl have been considered, but they suffer from 

high reactivity with water and air - precisely the problems one is trying to avoid by using solid breeders. 

The oxides are ceramics and being relatively inert, permit safe water cooling. Helium cooling is also 

possible but, of course, there can be no self-cooling. Helium is used as a coolant and is supplied at a 

static pressure of 8 MPa with an inlet temperature of 350°C and an outlet temperature up to 550°C 

depending on the operating conditions. These breeders are one of the most significant designs used in 

the DEMO reactors. In order to extract tritium from the breeder bed high energy neutrons obtained from 

the fusion reaction are made to strike the ceramic pebble bed made up of Li2TiO3, Li4SiO4, etc., which 

results in the formation of tritium around the pebble bed. The generated tritium atom in the lithium 

vacancy is bonded to the oxygen atoms surrounding the vacancy. The vacancy-tritium complex 

formation energies are in the range of 0.41-1.28 eV under oxygen rich condition [11]. Then by passing 

helium with 0.1-1% hydrogen as a purge gas tritium is extracted from the ceramic breeder.  

As a key Li-ceramics material, Li2TiO3 has been considered as candidate for tritium breeder 

materials in fusion reactor, because of its reasonable lithium atom density, low activation, excellent 

chemical stability, good compatibility with structural materials and good tritium release characteristics 

at low temperature 200~400 oC [32-35]. The properties (room temperature) of selected Li compounds 

as T breeder is shown table 2.6 [38]. 

 

Compound 

Compound 
atomic 
density 
[at/Å³] 

Atomic 
density 
of Li 

[at/Å³] 

% Li 
atomic 
density 

Compound 
density RT 
[kg/cm³] 

Melting point 
[°C] Ref. 

Non-
ceramics 

 

Li3N 0.0899 0.0674 75 1.3 813 [39] 
LiF 0.1223 0.0612 50 2.64 848 [40] 

Ceramics  
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Li2TiO3 0.1129 0.0376 33.3 3.43 1533 [41] 
Li4TiO4 0.0998 0.0444 44.5 2.57 >1000 [42] 
Li4SiO4 0.1085 0.0482 44.4 2.4 1258 [43] 
Li8SiO6 0.1106 0.059 53.3 2.2 830 [43] 

Li6Zr2O7 0.0957 0.0383 40 3.56 1267 [44] 
Li8ZrO6 0.1109 0.0591 53.3 2.98 1336 [44] 
Li8PbO6 0.1077 0.0575 53.4 4.28 >800 [45] 
Li4GeO4 0.1031 0.0463 44.9 3.16 1298 [46] 
Li8GeO6 0.1062 0.0567 53.4 2.64 n/a [47] 
Li8CeO6 0.1006 0.0537 53.3 3.25 n/a [48] 
Li5AlO4 0.1078 0.0539 50 2.25 1047 [49] 
Li6CoO4 0.1113 0.0607 53.2 2.77 n/a [50] 
Li8CoO6 0.106 0.0565 53.3 2.47 n/a [51] 
Li8SnO6 0.114 0.0608 53.3 3.41 1050 [52] 
Li6ZnO4 0.1116 0.0609 54.6 2.86 n/a [53] 
Li2MnO2 0.1053 0.042 39.9 3.9 n/a [54] 
Li6MnO4 0.1031 0.0562 54.5 2.5 n/a [55] 
Li5FeO4 0.1028 0.0514 50 2.64 n/a [55] 

 

Table 2.6 Properties (room temperature) of selected Li compounds as T breeders [38]. 
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 Li2O LiAlO2 Li2ZrO3 Li4SiO4 Li2TiO3 

Melting Point  (K) 1696 1883 1888 1523 1808 

Density (g/cm3) 2.02 2.55 4.15 2.4 3.43 

Li at. Density (g/cm3) 0.94 0.27 0.38 0.51 0.43 

Thermal conductivity 

_773K_(W/mK) 
4.7 2.4 0.75 2.4 1.8 

Reactivity with water large Small None Small None 

Tritium retention time 

_713K_(h) 
8.0 50 1.1 7.0 2.0 

Li Vaporization 

(In additional +x% H2) 
600 oC 900 oC 800 oC 700 oC 800 oC 

Long period use 

(2 years) 

Instability 

(Li vaporization) 
Stability 

Instability 

(crack) 

Instability 

(Li vaporization) 

Instability 

(Reduction of Ti) 

Tritium release 400 oC 400 oC 400 oC 350 oC 300 oC 

Optimum operating Temp. 400-600 oC 400-900 oC 400-800 oC 350-700 oC 300-800 oC 

Tritium breeding ratio 

(TBR) 
High Lower Middle Middle Middle 

 

Table 2.7 Candidates of solid breeder and characterize. 
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The tritium breeding ratio (TBR) is generated tritium per neutron. The Li2TiO3 breeder has to satisfy 

the required properties for high TBR. Parametric or general assessment studies usually depending on 

one- or two-dimensional transport code calculations of the neutron flux. As design becomes better 

defined, more realistic geometrical modeling is required, it is particularly important to model the effects 

of ports and duct penetrations through the blanket, especially for blankets with marginal breeding 

potential. Considering TBR from the view-point of the Li2TiO3 breeder, the required properties are 

typically small diameter of 1mm, small grain size, homogeneous microstructure, and good compatibility 

with structure materials. 

The tritium inventory of an operating solid breeder blanket may be its single most important 

performance parameter and is essentially intrinsic to a specific material under specific conditions. The 

tritium inventory is thought to be partitioned into several distinct phenomena; solubility, bulk diffusion, 

irradiation effects and gas diffusion within the pores. While selection of an inventory limit - be it 10 

wppm or 1% - is controversial, candidate materials exhibiting low inventory are clearly more desirable. 

The tritium inventory causes an extra burden on breeding ratios for solid breeder designs. The tritium 

inventory within a candidate breeder material is predicted to possess a strong dependence on 

temperature and an uncertain dependence on burn up [37]. 

As mentioned, the Li2TiO3 compound has strong points as a tritium breeding material, but several 

conditions for TBR must be satisfied or evaluated in order to increase the efficiency. It is necessary to 

evaluate the operating temperature of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed based on the sintering behavior and creep 

phenomenon of the pebble bed, also the manufacturing method has to improve to obtain suitable shaping 

with size and uniform microstructure. In addition, it is a necessary step to evaluate the integrity of each 

material from the compatibility test between Li2TiO3 tritium breeding material and structural material. 
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3. Mechanical properties of NITE-SiC/SiC composites with 

different fiber architecture 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

A silicon carbide (SiC) is a candidate ceramics material for fusion system in future because of its 

lightweight, high strength at high temperature, microstructural stability at elevated temperature and 

irradiation environment, reduced radio-activation property and low decay heat [1-4]. The SiC as 

ceramics is inherently brittle because of its covalent bonding which makes materials low fracture 

toughness. Only the way to enhance the fracture toughness of ceramics materials is the composite. In 

the case of SiC, a SiC fiber-reinforced SiC matrix (SiC/SiC) composite is considered to be able to use 

for structural components because of their enough toughness [5]. The SiC/SiC composites are expected 

to have both good properties of SiC and high fracture toughness, while the characters have orientation 

due to the architecture of reinforcements. The ceramic composites are hard and difficult to be bent or 

to be stretched by mechanical methods. Thus, ceramic composites are usually sintered by “near-net 

shaping” which is a shaping way to sinter the products having very closed shape to that of the final 

product. In case of metals which are homogeneous solid materials, their results of tensile or fracture 

toughness tests using plate-shaped specimens are able to apply to the design of tube or cylinder shaped 

products. Much of the early work on fracture in composites involved investigations of the applicability 

of linear elastic fracture mechanics, which had been originally developed for the analysis of through-

thickness cracks in homogeneous, isotropic metals. The origin of fracture mechanics can be traced back 

to the seminal work of Griffith [13-14], who explained the discrepancy between the measured and 

predicted strength of glass by considering the stability of a small crack. However, ceramic composites 

with complicated shapes have own properties depending on their processing methods, shapes and the 

architecture of reinforcements, etc [6]. There are many kinds of processing method for SiC/SiC 

composites, such as polymer impregnation and pyrolysis (PIP), chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) and 

reaction sintering / melt infiltration (RS/MI). Moreover, Nano-Infiltration and Transient Eutectic phase 

(NITE) process is one of promising methods to provide a dense and stoichiometric SiC matrix 

composite. In the processing of NITE SiC/SiC composite, the architecture of reinforcements is 

determined at the step of their preform fabrication. Under the consideration of product requirements 

(such as shape, size, mechanical properties and so on), a proper architecture among cross-ply (CP), 

woven prepreg (WP) and filament winding (FW), should be selected. Additionally, the randomly 
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arranged short fiber (SF) architecture is preferred for the high productivity of practical components with 

large sizes and complicated shapes, shorter process time and lower cost [12]. Also, In order to improve 

the mechanical properties of SiC/SiC composite materials, there is a hybrid (HB) fiber reinforced 

architecture in which the structures of CP and SF are mixed. Thus, the establishment of material 

database including mechanical properties is essential for this purpose. Several in-plane mechanical 

properties of NITE-SiC/SiC composite have been already evaluated, but some data, like inter-laminar 

mechanical properties related to fiber reinforcing architectures, are still not enough. This insufficient 

database leads to problems in application to the practical environment of NITE-SiC/SiC composites.  

Present research focuses on the structure of fiber reinforcing and discusses their effects on the tensile 

and share strength. The objects of this study are to obtain the inter-laminar mechanical properties of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites for the establishment of their mechanical property database and to obtain an 

understanding on the correlation between inter-laminar mechanical properties and fiber reinforcing 

architecture for the further improvement of NITE process. 

 

 

3.2 Experimental 

 

 

3.2.1 Materials 

 

Highly crystalline stoichiometric SiC fiber (Hi-Nicalon Type-S, NGS Advanced Fiber Co., Ltd., 

Japan) was employed as reinforcements. Pyrolytic carbon monolayer (thickness: ~500nm) was formed 

on the surface of SiC fiber as F/M (fiber/matrix) interphase by a conventional chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) method. In order to investigate the effects of fiber reinforcing architecture on the tensile strength 

and inter-laminar shear strength of NITE-SiC/SiC composites, specimens of various type with different 

fiber reinforcing architectures, SF, CP, WP, and HB were prepared by NITE process. Figure 3.1 shows 

the schematic illustrations of both fiber reinforcing architectures. In this study, cut prepreg sheet (fiber 

length: 5mm) has been used for the intermediate materials for SF architecture. CP architecture were 

prepared from the alternately stacked uni-directional (UD) prepreg sheets in the direction of 0˚ and 90˚. 

WP specimens were made by 2D prepreg fabrics which were plainly woven with narrow prepreg 

ribbons with 3 mm width. The HB architecture is combined both of CP (8 wt%) and SF (2 wt%). This 

means that short fibers are inserted between the UD prepregsheets. Where, the prepreg sheet is an 
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intermediate material of uni-directionally aligned continuous SiC fiber bundles impregnating with SiC 

powder and a small amount of oxide additives. The details of NITE process were described at elsewhere 

[7-8]. The fiber volume fraction of CP and WP specimens were about ~45%, ~59.4%, respectively. The 

density of specimens was measured by Archimedes’ method. The average densities of CP and WP 

specimens were 2.84g/cm3 and 2.93 g/cm3. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The schematic illustration of (a) Cross-ply (CP), (b) Woven-prepregsheet (WP). 

 

3.2.2 Testing method  

 

The tensile tests were conducted at room temperature in ambient air atmosphere. The bar type 

specimens with dimensions of 4mmW×40mmL×1.5mmt were machined. Aluminum tabs were bonded 

on the both ends of each specimen for gripping and protecting specimens from the gripping damage. 

The crosshead speed was 0.5mm/min. The tensile strain was measured by a pair of strain gauges (FLK-

6, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd., Japan) with 6 mm gage length boned on both surfaces of the 

specimen. 

The inter-laminar shear strength (ILSS) of NITE-SiC/SiC composites were evaluated by Double 

Notch Shear (DNS) test [9-11]. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic illustration of the DNS test and the 

geometry of specimen used in this study. Straight notches with round tip (R=0.25mm) were applied on 

both sides of the specimen by a precision cutting machine using a diamond blade. DNS tests were 

performed using a universal testing machine (AG-50kNG, Shimadzu Corp., Japan) at room temperature 

in the ambient air atmosphere. The crosshead speed was 0.5mm/min. After the tests, the fracture 

surfaces were observed by a field emission SEM (JSM-6700F, JEOL Ltd., Japan). 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of the DNS test and the geometry of specimen 

 

 

3.3 Results & Discussion 

 

 

3.3.1 Mechanical properties depending on the architecture 

 

Figure 3.3 shows tensile test results of CP 

and WP specimens. The tensile strength of both 

type specimens was almost similar, but their 

elastic modulus was significantly different. 

Table 3.1 summarizes elastic modulus, 

proportional limit stress (PLS) and ultimate 

tensile stress (UTS). Average values of PLS of 

CP and WP specimens were 92 MPa and 105 

MPa, respectively. And, the tensile strengths of 

CP and WP specimens were 191 MPa and 192 

MPa, respectively. These values are not 

significantly different, but the elastic modulus is significantly affected by the fiber reinforcing structures. 

The elastic modulus of CP specimens was ranged from 97 GPa to 117 GPa, while these of WP specimens 

Figure 3.3 Stress-Strain curves of tensile test 
for CP and WP specimens. 
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were ranged from 220 GPa to 234 GPa. FE-SEM images of fractured specimens were shown in figure 

3.4.  

 

Specimen ID Ec (GPa) PLS (MPa) UTS (MPa) 

CP-1 114 114 181 

CP-2 97 89 180 

CP-3 117 72 211 

WP-1 220 119 198 

WP-2 234 99 201 

WP-3 231 98 176 

 

Table 3.1 Elastic modulus, proportional limit stress and tensile strength of CP and WP specimens 

in tensile test 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Typical failure images of (a) CP and (b) WP specimens after tensile test. 

 

Fibers aligned to longitudinal direction are clearly visible on the side of each specimen, but fibers 

aligned to transverse direction and matrix are difficult to be distinguished. Both images are very similar. 

But the fiber bundles of longitudinal and transverse directions on the CP specimen were stacked flatly, 

and those on the WP specimens were locked together, as shown at Figure 3.1. The cracks on both 

specimens seemed to be branched and deflected complicatedly. Moreover, the interface of the fiber 

bundles was delaminated. Some pulled out fibers are observed from the fracture surface, especially on 
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the CP specimen, as shown in figure 3.4. Fibers aligned to longitudinal direction are clearly visible on 

the side of each specimen, but fibers aligned to transverse direction and matrix are difficult to be 

distinguished. However, the fiber bundles of longitudinal and transverse directions on the CP specimen 

were stacked flatly, and those on the WP specimens were locked together. The cracks on both specimens 

seemed to be branched and deflected complicatedly. Moreover, the interface of the fiber bundles was 

delaminated. Some pulled out fibers are observed from the fracture surface, especially on the CP 

specimen, as shown in figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 ILSS-Displacement curve of DNS test for (a) CP and (b) WP 
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Figure 3.6 The typical fracture surface and side views of (a) CP and (b) WP. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the inter-laminar shear stress-displacement curves of CP and WP specimens. In 

spite of the specimens machined from the same sintered body according to the reinforced architecture, 

inter-laminar shear strength were scattered. The inter-laminar shear strength of ranges for CP and WP 

were 25~30MPa and 17~25MPa, respectively. In the case of inter-laminar shear stress-displacement of 

WP, specimens with Woven fiver reinforced architecture tend to occur events at 5 to 10MPa. The typical 

fracture surface and side views of DNS test specimens corresponding to figure 3.5 are shown in figure 

3.6. The fracture surface of CP seemed to be fibers of longitudinal and transverse directions or both of 

the directions, respectively. One of CP specimens on figure 3.6 had a mixed surface, 1/3 was fibers of 

the longitudinal direction and the rest of the fracture surface was those of transverse direction. The 

fracture surface can be predicting patchwork of longitudinal and transverse direction fibers. On the 

other hand, WP specimens have both longitudinal and transverse direction fibers included on the 

fracture surface of all specimens. 

The figure 3.7 is shown inter-laminar shear strength according to fiber direction. The 0o is mean that 

the load direction is parallel with fiber direction and the 90o is perpendiculate between load direction 

and fiber direction. 0o of inter-laminar shear strength was 11MPa. Be other side, the 90o was 19MPa it 

is better than 0o. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Inter-laminar shear strength according to fiber direction. 0o (load direction∥fiber 

direction), 90o (load direction⊥fiber direction) 

 

The larger scattered data of CP specimens were suggested to be caused by size effects of the speci

mens because of the less number of obstacles on CP specimens than that on WP specimens. If we enla
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rge the size of CP specimens, the slope and strength are considered to be closed to larger values. And t

he quasi-

elongation of specimens will be smaller. For the larger products, the CP structure may be better from t

he view of convenience of fabrication method and ensuring the toughness of the composites. But for t

he smaller products, especially for thin products, the WP structure will be necessary to ensure the obst

acles against the deformation and crack propagations to enhance strength. The large products made by

 WP structure may tend to be strong and brittle because of the same reason. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Mechanical strength of the NITE-SiC/SiC composites with CP architecture in order to 

the various fiber volume fraction. (a) Bending strength, (b) inter-laminar shear strength. 

 

Figure 3.7 is presented mechanical strength such as bending and inter-laminar shear strength of the 

NITE- SiC/SiC composites with CP architecture in order to the various fiber volume fraction. The 

bending strength was expressed using data from the material strength laboratory for Muroran Institute 

of Technology in figure 3.7 (a). And the inter-laminar shear strength was combined with reference data 

and data from this study. The bending strength is increased with increase the fiber volume fraction, 

while the decreasing of strength is presented at above Vf 55%. On the other hand, the inter-laminar 

shear strength is decreased with increasing the fiber volume fraction, and it is increased at above 55%. 

The bending strength included complex stress such as tensile, compression, shear stress is proportional 

to the fiber volume fraction, but the inter-laminar shear strength is inversely proportional. Therefore, it 

is necessary to satisfy that the required conditions in the practical environment and design, it in 

consideration of the fiber volume fraction as shown in figure 3.7 when applied the NITE-SiC/SiC 

composite material. 
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3.3.2 Shear elastic modulus depending on the architecture 

 

There is an insufficient number of the test specimen and large scattering of experimental results. 

Thus, this discussion will focus on the points as follows. For the first point, the elastic modulus of CP 

specimens was apparently smaller than that of WP specimens despite the similar value of tensile 

strength. Because both CP and WP specimens have an almost same volume fraction of fibers (Vf), their 

elastic modulus needed to be similar from the viewpoint of the law of mixture. The second point was 

that the elastic modulus of CP specimens were scattered largely. In order to explain these points, it is 

needed to consider on the strength of the interface between fiber bundle and inter-bundle matrix, 

precisely. There are inter-laminar share strength and inter-laminar detachment strength in the strength 

of the interface, figure 3.4 indicates that the inter-laminar share strength seemed to be more effective 

for the tensile test. 

Although DNS test results in this research are also scattered, it is useful to understand the tensile 

test results. The shear strength, τ, obtained from DNS test was calculated by following formula; 

τ = 𝐹𝐹
𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡

                                         (1) 

Where, F is load, w is the width of the specimens and l is the distance between notches. Inter-laminar 

share strength values were scattered, but their maximum values of CP and WP specimens were the 

almost same. 

Then, we focus the slope of the DNS test results corresponding to “elastic” behavior of specimens. 

A displacement by a loaded force, F, is shown as (Total displacement) = (Displacement by specimen 

deformation) + (Displacement by deformation of jig). The slope of load-displacement of the jig used in 

this research was evaluated at first. And the effect of jig was removed from each data of DNS test results. 

The slope which is define as a, of load-displacement carve for each specimen is shown in table 3.2. The 

unit of ‘a’ is N/mm. And we assumed a deformation factor, f, with a following formula; 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡

                                      (2) 

Where, t is the thickness of DNS specimens. All data are listed in table 3.2. The deformation factor 

f is corresponding to be shear modulus G, but the displacement by specimen was not perfectly reflected 

the shear deformation of each specimen, thus, we handled the factor f to discuss the trend of shear 

deformation behavior of specimens. 
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Slope 

(a) 

Thickness 

(t) 

Width 

(w) 

Length 

(l) 
F 

Schematic 

of 

fracture 

surface 
N/mm Mm Mm Mm GPa 

CP 

(a)-1 27,170 2.00 3.95 6.48 2.1 

 

(a)-2 16,116 1.98 3.99 6.98 1.1 

 

(a)-3 20,638 2.00 3.97 7.26 1.4 

 

(a)-4 67,476 1.99 4.00 7.70 4.3 

 

WP 

(b)-1 16,799 1.99 4.03 6.42 1.3 

 

(b)-2 36,298 2.00 4.00 6.03 3.0 

 

(b)-3 21,653 2.00 3.96 6.60 1.7 

 

Table 3.2. Comparison of shear modulus in stress-displacement curve in DNS test. 
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Schematic images of fracture surface in figure 3.6 are also shown in Table 3.2. Either of fibers of 

longitudinal or transverse directions were seen on the fracture surface of (a)-1 and (a)-2 in figure 3.6. 

The crack is considered to propagate on a plane without any obstacles. Although a fracture surface is 

not equal to be the deformation region, it seems to be understandable that the existence of such weak 

plane reduces the elastic modulus. All WP specimens were included both longitudinal and transverse 

fiber surface. This means that cracks in WP specimens propagated on multiple planes during the 

specimen failure, the WP specimens are suggested to have more dense obstacles than the CP specimens. 

It is needed to note the fiber structure near notch at the upper and lower ends of the fracture surface, as 

shown at Table 3.2. The notches on (a)-4 and (b)-2 faced both longitudinal and transverse direction 

fibers. The shear stress-displacement curves of these specimens had large slope as shown in figure 3.5. 

Both curves went straight up to the shear strength and dropped soon after arriving at the top of the curve. 

The toughness of the both specimens was smaller than that of the other specimens. These data suggest 

that such cross points may behave as strong obstacles for both deformation and crack propagation. 

The larger scattered data of CP specimens were suggested to be caused by size effects of specimens 

because of the less number of obstacles on CP specimens than that on WP specimens. If we enlarge the 

size of CP specimens, the slope and strength are considered to be larger, and the quasi-elongation will 

be smaller. For the larger products, the CP structure may be better from the view of convenience of 

fabrication method and ensuring the toughness of the composites. But for the smaller products, 

especially for thin products, the WP structure will be necessary to ensure the obstacles against the 

deformation and crack propagations to enhance strength. The large products made by WP may tend to 

be too strong and too brittle because of the same reason. 

 

 

3.4 Summary 

 

Tensile and shear properties of NITE-SiC/SiC composites having two different types of 

reinforcement architecture, CP and WP structure, were investigated. The tensile strength was almost 

same but the elastic modulus of WP specimens was larger than that of CP specimen in spite of same 

fiber volume fractions. In the case of DNS test, the maximum shear strength of both CP and WP 

specimens were almost same, but the elastic and toughness factors, especially of CP specimens, were 

scattered. From the comparison of facture surface and load-displacement curve analysis of DNS test,  
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The cross points of longitudinal or transvers direction fibers was suggested to behave as obstacles for 

both deformation and crack propagation, and the density of such point on WP specimens seemed to be 

more than on CP specimens. The scattering of the data on CP specimens is suggested by the size effects 

caused by the sparser obstacles than the WP specimens. 

Additionally, the bending strength and interlayer shear strength of the NITE-SiC/SiC composites 

with the CP fiber reinforcing structure were proposed according to the fiber volume fraction. This 

proposal is implied that the consideration of the fiber volume fraction of the composites as well as the 

fiber reinforcing structure in application of materials. 
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4. Oxidation behavior of NITE-SiC/SiC composites 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Silicon carbide fiber reinforced silicon carbide matrix (SiC/SiC) composites were considered as a 

promising candidate for the blanket/ divertor components of the fusion energy plant, the core 

components of fission reactor and the target components of high energy accelerator, due to their lots of 

attractiveness including superior heat resistance and the inherent low activation/low decay heat [1–3]. 

Especially, SiC/SiC composites, which were fabricated by nano-infiltration and transient eutectic-phase 

(NITE) process, represented a dense microstructure with high crystallinity compared with that of 

SiC/SiC composites fabricated by polymer impregnation and pyrolysis (PIP) or chemical vapor 

infiltration (CVI) method. The NITE process could provide superior thermo-mechanical properties 

under a severe environment such as high temperature and neutron bombardment [4–7]. In general, 

SiC/SiC composites were consisted of SiC fiber, SiC matrix, and interfacial coating layer between SiC 

fiber and matrix (F/M interface). Both carbon (C) single coating and C/SiC multi-layered coating can 

be selected as F/M interphase for a nuclear grade of SiC/SiC composites [8–10]. Especially, the carbon 

interphase provides excellent heat resistance under non-oxidative environment and proper mechanical 

properties such as elastic modulus, friction, and bonding strength. Although potential applications of 

SiC/SiC composites for fusion reactor and high energy accelerator is applied under very high vacuum 

environment (~ 10−5 Pa), it is required to consider their oxidation resistance for the prediction of 

accident tolerance at the loss of vacuum accident (LOVA) as well as the adulation of proper lifespan at 

long-term normal operation. The service temperature for SiC/SiC composites could be expected as the 

range of 600–1000 °C in the fusion reactor [3]. It is not necessary to consider the oxidation behavior at 

the temperature higher than 1000 °C. Because the fusion reaction is not able to maintain at a poor 

vacuum condition, the temperature will be decreased below 1000 °C. However, the conventional 

researches in the application field of aerospace mainly focused on the oxidation test at the temperature 

higher than 1000 °C, because SiC components were expected to apply for the hottest section of the gas 

turbine engine. It was well known that the oxidation behavior of SiC materials strongly depended on 

the temperature and oxygen partial pressure [11,12]. At the high oxidation temperature (> 1000 °C) in 

the air, the gap between fiber and matrix formed by the oxidation of PyC is rapidly fulfilled by the 

protective film (SiO2) accompanying the suppression of further PyC oxidation [8,10]. Although the 

passive oxidation forming the protective SiO2 film is still a main oxidation mechanism of SiC at the 
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medium temperature range (< 1000 °C) and the high oxygen partial pressure, there is a possibility that 

SiO2 film cannot protect the interphase of PyC due to its slow growth. In the present study, the oxidation 

resistance of NITE-SiC/SiC composites with/without CVD-SiC outer coating was investigated in 

conjunction with the detailed analysis of their microstructures. Especially, the effects of oxidation 

temperature and oxygen contents on the oxidation resistance of NITE-SiC/SiC composites were 

examined to understand their oxidation mechanism at a lower temperature. The feasibility of CVD-SiC 

outer coating as an environmental coating for NITE-SiC/SiC composites were also evaluated. 

 

 

4.2 Experimental 

 

4.2.1 Materials 

 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites with/without CVD-SiC outer coating were prepared for the oxidation 

test. SiC/SiC composites have the fabric architecture with 0°/90° cross-ply (0°/90° XP) of a near-

stoichiometric SiC fiber (Hi-Nicalon Type-S, NGS advanced fiber co., ltd., Japan). The interphase of 

PyC with the thickness of about 300–500 nm was formed on the SiC fiber surface, using a conventional 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. Prior to the hot pressing, the preform of SiC fabrics were 

prepared by the lay-up of unidirectional (UD) prepreg sheets, which consisted of fibers and precursors 

for the formation of SiC matrix. The oxide powder of Al2O3 and Y2O3 were added as sintering additives 

for the consolidation of SiC matrix. The total amount of oxide additives was fixed as about 10 wt%. 

The preform of layered prepregs was densified at the sintering temperature of 1820 °C and the applied 

pressure of 20 MPa under an inert gas atmosphere, using a uniaxial hot press device. The density of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites measured by the Archimedes’ principle is about 3.0 g/cm3 . The densities of 

SiC fiber and PyC are assumed 3.1 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3 , respectively. The volume or weight fraction 

of SiC fiber, PyC interphase and SiC matrix in this composite system can be calculated approximately, 

based on the weight ratio of SiC fiber and PyC interphase and the total amount of coated SiC fiber for 

the fabrication of the preform. The roughly estimated volume (weight) fraction of SiC fiber, PyC 

interphase and SiC matrix are 53 vol % (55 wt%), 7 vol% (4.6 wt%) and 40 vol% (40.4 wt%), 

respectively. The dimension of specimens for the oxidation test was 10(w) × 10(l) × 2(t) mm3 . The 

surface of oxidation test specimen was mechanically grinded without the mirror polishing. In order to 

protect the interphase of PyC inside NITE-SiC/SiC composites from oxidation, the CVD-SiC outer 
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coating on the surface was performed using a formation method of environmental barrier coating. For 

the formation of CVD-SiC outer coating on the whole surface, the coupon of specimen with small holes 

of φ2mm hanged with a carbon yarn in the CVD chamber. These coupon was coated twice. The 

thickness of CVD-SiC outer coating was measured as about 150 µm. As a reference material, the nuclear 

grade fine-grained isotropic graphite specimens (IG-430U, Toyo Tanso Co., Ltd.) was also prepared 

with the same procedure. The appearances of IG-430U and NITE-SiC/SiC with/ without CVD-SiC 

outer coating were shown in figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Appearances of oxidation test specimens: (a) IG-430U, (b) NITE-SiC/SiC composites, 

and (c) NITE-SiC/SiC composites with CVD-SiC outer coating. 

 

 

4.2.2 Oxidation test 

 

The oxidation tests for NITE-SiC/SiC composites were carried out using an infrared gold image 

furnace (Advance Riko, Inc., Japan). The conceptual illustration of the heating zone in the infrared gold 

image furnace was shown in figure 4.2. The total pressure and the flow rate of environmental gas was 

1 atm and 200 ml/min, respectively. The environmental gases were supplied through the nozzle located 

at the top of the specimen. Two kinds of environmental gases were utilized to investigate the effects of 

the oxygen content. The one is an air gas containing the oxygen of about 21% (O2 21%). The other is a 

nitrogen gas including a small amount of oxygen (O2 1%). The specimen was placed on the semicircular 

quartz stand, which stood on the center of quartz specimen holder. The edges of specimen were partially 

contacted with the semicircular quartz stand, thus nearly entire surface of specimen was exposed to the 
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environmental gas. The concentration of moisture inside the air were ignored in this test. In order to 

investigate the effect of temperature oxidation history on the weight change of NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites, the test specimen were heat-treated at various conditions of temperature range (400–

1000 °C) and its holding time (1 min – 10 h). As shown in figure 4.3, two kinds of heating patterns such 

as simple monotonic heating and cyclic heating with different holding times were utilized for the 

oxidation test of NITE-SiC/SiC composites.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Conceptual illustration of the heating zone in the infrared gold image furnace. 

 

The specimens were heated up to the test temperature within 1 min. The environmental gas was 

continuously supplied during the heating/cooling step and the holding step. Because of the continuous 

supply of environmental gas and the fast response of infrared gold image furnace, the specimen was 

rapidly cooled down to room temperature within about 5 min. The weight of specimen subjected to the 

oxidation test was measured, using a high accuracy electronic balance. The oxidation test conditions of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites were summarized in Table 4.1. In general, it is difficult to detect the weight 

and appearance changes of NITE-SiC/SiC composites heat-treated at the condition of “short holding 

time - low temperature”. Moreover, the weight change of graphite specimens for the heat-treated 

condition of “long holding time - high temperature” is also difficult to measure, due to the occurrence 

of full oxidation on the entire surface.  
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Figure 4.3 Heating patterns utilized for the oxidation test. 

 

Thus, the test condition like “short holding time - low temperature” or “long holding time-high 

temperature” was omitted in this study. The weight change speed of test specimen is determined from 

the amount of weight change divided by the nominal surface exposure and the holding time. In this 

study, the change of specimen surface exposed from the oxidation test was also ignored. Since the 

weight change of NITE-SiC/SiC composites is only affected by the loss of PyC interphase, the amount 

of PyC interphase remained in the specimen after the oxidation test is measured to estimate the oxidation 

behavior. After the oxidation test, the specimens were machined with a precision diamond saw. The test 

specimen for the observation was carefully polished with a diamond slurry containing an average 

particle size of about 3 µm. 
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Table 4.1 Oxidation test conditions of graphite, NITE-SiC/SiC composites, and NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites with CVD-SiC/SiC outer coating 
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4.3 Results & Discussion 

 

4.3.1 Oxidation rate of carbon in atmosphere 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the relation between weight change speed and holding time for the oxidation of 

isotropic graphite specimen (IG-430U). The cross section of graphite specimen tested at the oxidation 

temperature of 800 °C under the air (O2 21%) and N2 gas containing O2 1% was also shown in figure 

4.5. The symbol of open diamonds in figure 4.5 represents the oxidation test results of IG-430 graphite 

reported by Fujita et. al. [13]. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Relation between weight change speed and holding time for the oxidation of isotropic 

graphite specimen (IG-430U) 
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It was used as reference data in order to verify the reliability of oxidation test. The reference data 

were obtained from the oxidation test under the similar test condition the (air flow = 200 ml/min), using 

a specimen with the shape of cylindrical column. It was found that these data represented a good 

agreement with the results for IG-430U graphite. The difference of weight loss for cyclic and monotonic 

heating pattern was also small. Especially, the weight loss amount of IG-430U graphite was too small 

to measure at the test temperature lower than 600 °C. However, such an amount of weight loss 

drastically increased with increasing the test temperature. The IG-430U graphite represented the weight 

change speed up to about 8.7 × 10−5 g/mm2 /min at the test temperature of 1000 °C under the air 

atmosphere. It was found that the weight change speed of IG-430U graphite slightly decreased or 

maintained with increasing of holding time.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Cross section of graphite specimen tested at the oxidation temperature of 800 oC under 

the air (O2 21%) and N2 gas containing O2 1% 
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As shown in figure 4.5, the thickness of IG-430U graphite and its surface exposure area continuously 

decreased during the oxidation test. This phenomena can be regarded as one of reasons for the small 

decrease of weight change speed. In the case of the oxidation test at 800 °C, the weight change speed 

of IG-430U graphite suffered from the conditions of O2 21% and O2 1% were 1.7–2.7 × 10−5 g/mm2 

/min and 1.6–4.0 × 10−6 g/mm2 /min, respectively. This means that the decrease of oxygen content leads 

to the activation of weight change of speed for IG-430U graphite. It seems that the oxidation of carbon 

in the high O2 environment is greatly affected by the diffusion mechanism and the boundary-layer 

formed near at the exposed surface [14]. 

 

 

4.3.2 Oxidation of NITE-SiC/SiC composite with/without 

CVD-SiC outer coating 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the relation between weight change speed and holding time in the oxidation of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites. It is found that the effects of oxidation temperature and oxygen content on 

the weight change speed of NITE-SiC/SiC composites are negligible. However, the weight change 

speed of NITE-SiC/SiC composites strongly depended on the holding time at the oxidation environment. 

The NITE-SiC/SiC composites possessed a weight change speed of 3.6 × 10−5 g/mm2 /min at the holding 

time of 1 min under the oxidation temperature 800 °C and the oxygen content of 21% (O2 21%). Such 

a weight change speed drastically decreased with increasing the holding time of oxidation. Both volume 

fraction and weight fraction of PyC interphase inside NITE-SiC/SiC composites were estimated as 

about 7.0 vol% and about 4.6 wt%, respectively. The weight change of NITE-SiC/SiC composites was 

mainly dominated by the loss of PyC interphase, since the formation speed for the protective film of 

SiO2 (< 20 nm/h) on the surface of SiC and Hi-Nicalon Type-S SiC fiber was very slow at the low 

oxidation temperature [15,16]. From these results, the remained amount of PyC interphase inside these 

composites after the oxidation treatment can be estimated. 
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Figure 4.6 Relation between weight changing speed and holding time in the oxidation of NITE-

SiC/SiC composites. 

 

Figure 4.7 showed the relation between weight change speed and the amount of remained carbon in 

the oxidation of NITE-SiC/SiC composites. The oxidation behavior of NITE-SiC/SiC composites 

relatively displayed a large scattering at the monotonic heating pattern, due to the initial difference in 

the amount of fiber and PyC interphase inside each specimen. On the contrary, it could be clearly found 

from a cyclic heating pattern for the oxidation test that the weight change speed of NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites had a strong relation to the remained amount of carbon inside test specimen. However, it is 

difficult to explain from the results for the simple loss of PyC interphase, because the weight change 

speed of carbon (IG-430U) is almost constant or slightly decreases with increasing the holding time of 

oxidation as mentioned in figure 4.4 and figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.7 Relation between weight change speed and the amount of remained carbon in the 

oxidation of NITE-SiC/SiC composites 

 

Figure 4.8 shows the cross section of NITE-SiC/SiC composites exposed at the oxidation 

environment. The microstructure of fiber bundle inside NITE-SiC/SiC composites after the oxidation 

test was also shown in figure 4.9. The oxidation test of NITE-SiC/SiC composites was carried out at 

the temperature of 800 °C under the N2 gas atmosphere containing the oxygen of 1% (O2 1%) and the 

holding time of 671 min, using a cyclic heating pattern. It is well known that Si-based material such as 

Si, SiC and Si3N4 obviously created the oxide film (SiO2) on the surface in the oxidation environment 

of high temperature and high oxygen. However, as already mentioned in figure 4.6, the growth rate of 

the oxide film on monolithic SiC and Hi-Nicalon Type-S SiC fiber was less than 20 nm/h at the lower 

oxidation temperature (< 1000 °C) [15,16]. In this study, the thickness change of NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites subjected to the formation of oxide film was very hard to find from the observation results 

of FE-SEM. It was found from figure 4.9 (a) that the interphase of PyC also disappeared after the 
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oxidation test of NITE-SiC/SiC composites. However, a part of PyC interphase still existed inside some 

fiber bundles, as shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.9 (b). Such an amount of PyC interphase after the 

oxidation test was estimated as almost 40 wt%. The results of conventional researches already showed 

that the monolithic NITE-SiC and NITE-SiC/SiC composites possessed the superior gas tightness at the 

gas permeability test of H2 and He environments [17,18]. NITE-SiC/SiC composites used in this study 

have a fiber architecture of 0°/90° XP, in which UD prepreg sheets alternatively stacks. These fiber 

bundle were obviously separated from the inter-bundle SiC matrix. It means that it is difficult to 

infiltrate the environmental gas into the stacking direction of fiber prepreg. As shown in figure 4.9 (a), 

a gap of about 300 nm only exists between fiber and matrix. This fine gap can be considered as one of 

the main reasons for the difficult of environmental gas infiltration into NITE-SiC/SiC composites.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Cross section of NITE-SiC/SiC composites exposed at the oxidation environment. 
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Figure 4.10 shows the relation between weight change speed and holding time for the oxidation of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites with CVD-SiC outer coating. The microstructure of intra-fiber bundle region 

for the cross section of NITE-SiC/SiC composites suffered from the oxidation test was also shown in 

figure 4.11. The oxidation of NITE-SiC/SiC composites were performed at the temperature of 800 °C 

under the air atmosphere containing the oxygen content of 21% (O2 21%). It was obviously found that 

the CVD-SiC outer coating could provide a superior oxidation resistance for NITE-SiC/SiC composites.  

 

 

Figure 4.9 Microstructure of fiber bundle inside NITE-SiC/SiC composites after the oxidation test. 
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Figure 4.10 Relation between weight change speed and holding time in the oxidation NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites with CVD-SiC outer coating. 

 

As shown in figure 4.11, a sound PyC interphase was obviously observed at the intra fiber bundle 

region inside NITE-SiC/SiC composites after the oxidation test. It was hard to find any evidence for the 

loss of PyC interphase resulted from the oxidation. In addition, NITE-SiC/SiC composites were not 

almost affected by the oxidation temperature and the oxygen content, due to the existence of CVD-SiC 

outer coating. However, it seems that there is some relation between weight change speed and oxidation 

holding time, even though the amount of weight change is very small up to the measurement limit of 

an electronic balance used in this study. 
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4.4 Summary 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Microstructure of intra-fiber bundle region for the cross section of NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites with CVD-SiC outer coating suffered from the oxidation test at 800 °C in air (O2 21%). 

 

The oxidation resistance of NITE-SiC/SiC composites with/without CVD-SiC outer coating were 

evaluated under various oxidative conditions. The relation between weight change speed and holding 

time for the oxidation of isotropic graphite specimen (IG-430U) was examined at the oxidation 

atmosphere. The graphite materials (IG-430U) were easily burned out in an oxidation environment. The 

weight change speed of graphite materials was constant of slightly decreased with the increase of 

oxidation holding time. On the contrary, NITE-SiC/SiC composites represented an extremely low 

amount of weight loss without any change of shape and size, even if these materials exposed at the 
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severe oxidation environment under the forced flow of oxidative gas. The weight change speed of 

NITE-SiC/SiC composites clearly decreased with increasing the oxidation holding time, because the 

supply of oxidative gas and the extraction of combustion gas is not permitted from the direction of 

specimen thickness but is permitted only from the direction of specimen side. It was also confirmed that 

the CVD-SiC outer coating could be regarded as an effective environmental barrier for the oxidation 

proof resistance of NITE-SiC/SiC composites. 
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5. Improvement of Slurry Droplet Wetting method for Li2TiO3 

Pebbles 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

The nuclear fusion reactor is required a large amount of tritium as fuel. Because of enormous energy 

is generated by nuclear fusion between deuterium and tritium (the detail was presented in the 1. 

Introduction). However, the half-time of tritium is 12.3 years, which is not abundant in nature [1]. For 

that reason, the tritium has to be produced at a satisfactory tritium breeding ratio by utilizing a nuclear 

reaction of neutron and tritium breeder materials including lithium (Li). A lot of researchers have 

reported fabrication methods pebble-type Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials. Several methods for 

fabrication of Li2TiO3 pebbles are being developed, which are direct/indirect wet method, sol-gel 

method, extrusion-shperonisation-sintering method, freeze drying method and so on [6-12]. 

At present, the slurry droplet wetting method has developed for Li2TiO3 pebbles in National Fusion 

Research Institute (NFRI) in Korea.  Preliminary, the slurry droplet wetting method for the Li4SiO4 

pebble has been developed [13]. 

General principles of falling drop method are: the principle of the method involves timing the fall 

of a drop of body fluid of known size, through a definite distance in a mixture non-miscible with the 

fluid. This mixture should have a low viscosity and a specific gravity somewhat below that of the fluid 

to be tested. It consists of two substances, on heavier and one lighter than the range of fluids to be tested, 

so that by adjusting the proportions, the specific gravity of the mixture can be adapted to the expected 

conditions [5]. The droplets producing devices used mostly are tubes containing sharp tips (such as 

nozzle) at one end where droplet are produced and wide mouth on the other side where the liquids are 

filled.[3] in these dropping devices, the produced droplets at the nozzle continue falling freely under 

the influence of gravity into gelation or coagulation bath. As gravity is the only driving force to generate 

the droplet from nozzle, these devices produce big droplet of the size of few millimeters, which is 

usually bigger than the nozzle diameter. In the conventional dropping method ds the shape and size of 

the particles are dependent on the thermophysical properties of the solution such as surface tension, 

density and dynamic viscosity and on process parameters such as nozzle geometry and gravitational 

force [4]. 
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Engineering production of slurry droplet wetting method for Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials 

from the Li2TiO3 slurry had already been developed form laboratory experiments to industrial scale. 

The equipment optimized industrial scale are shown at figure 5.1 [2]. However, the slurry droplet 

wetting method should be improve the shaping considering packing factor for TBR. In this study, the 

slurry droplet wetting method were improved focusing to the improving the shaping and homogeneous 

microstructure of Li2TiO3 pebbles.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Automatic dispensing system and its schematic 

 

 

5.2 Experimental 

In this study, the all of experimental are used 

mock-up equipment such as figure 5.2. The mock-up 

equipment are fabricated based on the slurry droplet 

wetting method by TBM team of Korea institute of 

fusion energy. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Mock-up equipment 
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5.2.1 Initial Material & Mixing Condition 

 

Normally, the Li2TiO3 powder was synthesized by solid-state reaction process. Concretely, the 

fabrication methods are classified by the kind of initial material (Li2CO3 + TiO2 or Li2O + TiO2). 

However, the Li2TiO3 powders were prepared as commercial high purity Li2TiO3 powder (Japan Pure 

Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan) for accessibility, which is presented in figure 5.3. The XRD pattern of 

Li2TiO3 powder were represented in figure 5.4. The pattern was matched as Li2TiO3 from the JCPDS 

No. 01-077-8280. The commercial powder were mixed with Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) from the Sigma-

Aldrich Inc. For the refining particles, the commercial powder with PVA were wet ball-milled for 20h. 

Distilled water and zirconia balls were used as the solvent and ball media. The purity of glycerin and 

boric acid is 99% and 99.5%, respectively, which were prepared by Daejung Chemicals & Matals Co., 

Ltd. The boric acid was used as hardening agent of the PVA. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Morphology of Li2TiO3 powder form the Kojundo 
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Figure 5.4 The pattern of Li2TiO3 powder from the Japan pure chemical. 

 

 

5.2.2 Dynamic Interactions between Slurry and Glycerin 

with Boric acid 

 

Polymer foams have been widely used in many fields because they have good properties such as 

lightweight and process a high specific surface area, good specific strength, and excellent thermal 

insulation, heat preservation, and sound absorption [14].  

Shaping step among the slurry droplet wetting process which can be formed via covalent cross-

linking between PVA inner slurry and Boric acid. Boric acid accepts a hydroxide OH- from water and 

glycerin according to the following reaction [15]: 

H3BO3 + OH- → B(OH)4− 

The ionized borate molecule acts in a condensation reaction of PVA molecules as shown in figure 

5.5, which is a chemical cross-linking mechanism between PVA and Boric acid. Indeed, the boric acid 

plays a role as a hardening agent of the PVA. The boric acid were mixed with glycerin. Because of the 

distilled water existed in the slurry as well as H2O generated from the cross-linking reaction, which 

have to remove for shaping with hardening. The glycerin can be absorbed the water at same time can 

be mixed with boric acid. Therefore, the glycerin and boric acid were prepared as wide mouth. 
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Figure 5.5 Didiol model cross-linkage with mechanism between PVA and Boric acid 

 

The amount of PVA in the slurry or boric acid in the glycerin can be effect the shaping of pebble. 

The Yi-hyun Park et al. were suggested suitable amount of PVA in the slurry when the ratio of glycerin 

and boric acid is 95 wt% and 5 wt% [15]. The unbalance ratio of PVA or boric acid lead to occur 

defectives such as wrinkle on the surface. It is expected the gradient reaction velocity between PVA and 

boric acid.  

 

 

5.2.3 Surface Tension 

 

Much of the ability to produce advanced materials relies on a well-developed understanding of 

surface tension. Surface tension is an important factor in the fabrication method to obtain a spherical 

pebble. Dynamic and static measurement methods were applied to obtain the surface tension value of 

the slurry, but the reliability of the value was very low due to the hardening and adhesion of PVA in the 

slurry. Therefore, the surface tension of the slurry was expressed as slurry mixing ratio. The surface 

tension of the liquid bath according to the surface tension of the slurry is also important. In the 

fabrication method, the liquid bath was replaced with a mixture of glycerin (95 wt%) and boric acid (5 

wt%). The mixing ratio of the slurry applied in this experiment is shown in Table 5.1. In the previous 

paper [15], wrinkles was observed on the surface of the fabricated pebble according to the concentration 

of PVA in the slurry. The ratio of PVA was controlled at narrow rage (4~5%) at the slurry mixing ratio, 

and the ratio of H2O and powder was controlled only. Where the PVA is used powder type from sigma 

Aldrich. 
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The needle size and injection pressure was 27 G and 0.2 MPa, respectively. 

 

 Powder (wt%) H2O (wt%) PVA (wt%) 

S-1 50 45 5 

S-2 44.5 50.5 5 

S-3 44 51 5 

S-4 43.3 51.7 5 

S-5 40 55 5 

Table 5.1 Slurry mixing ratio 

 

5.2.4 Penetration of Slurry into the Glycerin with Boric acid 

 

In this study, boric acid was adopted as a hardening agency for the organic additive (PVA). Boric 

acid can be combined with glycerin. In the process to obtain spherical pebbles, it is an important 

parameter that the permeability of the slurry and liquid bath (glycerin and boric acid) as well as the 

surface tension.  If it is not easy to penetrate into the liquid bath, a mixed slurry with an optimum 

mixing ratio is difficult to induce a spherical shape due to an increase in the contact angle with elapsed 

time.  

For the decreasing the contact angle between slurry and liquid bath, the mixing ratio of glycerin and 

boric acid was controlled. The mixing ratio of boric acid/glycerin was controlled weight percentage and 

it is presented in Table 5.2. 

 

 Boric acid Glycerin 

B(5) / G(95) 5 wt% 95 wt% 

B(4) / G(96) 4 wt% 96 wt% 

B(3) / G(97) 3 wt% 97 wt% 

B(2) / G(98) 2 wt% 98 wt% 

B(1) / G(99) 1 wt% 99 wt% 

B(0) / G(100) 0 wt% 100 wt% 

Table 5.2 Mixing ratio of boric acid and glycerin 
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A direct injection method and addition of acceleration-layer were devised to promote the penetration 

of the slurry with the optimum surface tension into the liquid bath. A schematic diagram of the adopted 

method is shown in figure 5.6. 

The acceleration-layer exists between the liquid bath and the slurry, the LiOH solution and acetone 

were adopted as layers respectively. LiOH solution is distinguished into pH 8 and pH 14 with controlled 

pH. LiOH solution is composed with glycerin, H2O, LiOH powder. Where the pH of the liquid bath and 

the slurry are 2 and 14, respectively. The direct injection method is a method of injecting the slurry 

directly into the bath by penetrating the needle into the liquid bath. At this time, injection pressure and 

a rotary turbine were used to control the injected amount of slurry. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 A schematic diagram of direct injection method (a) and acceleration-layer (b). 

 

 

5.2.5  Optimization of heat-treatment conditions 

 

Generally, the sintering properties can be improved by appropriately controlled the sintering 

parameters during the sintering process. The thermal cycle can be controlled simply among the sintering 

parameters, it means controlling the sintering temperature and heating rate. 
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A typical temperature cycle through control of the sintering temperature and the heating rate is 

shown in figure 5.7 [12].  

Firstly, fast sintering method is a sintering method that has a much faster heating ratio than the 

conventional sintering method, which can be applied when the activation energy (Ed) of densification 

is greater than the activation energy (Eg) of grain growth. When Ed is higher than Eg, the 

densification/particle growth ratio is lower at lower temperatures and higher at higher temperatures.  

Therefore, it is heated at a high speed to minimize grain growth, and sintering is performed at a high 

temperature than the sintering temperature to increase the densification rate when the powder-type 

material is heated. However fast sintering method needs to consider that problems such as non-uniform 

thermal distribution in the materials, removal of organic binders, and adsorbed ions occur during the 

sintering process due to a high heating ratio. Therefore it is necessary for some supplement activities 

such as the heating ratio, pyrolysis, and pre-treatment of the powder-types materials. In addition, this 

method is generally a method to obtain a fine-microstructure but it is observed a heterogeneous 

microstructure according to the temperature gradient between the inner and surface of the sintering 

materials. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Schematic showing the thermal cycles of conventional sintering, fast firing and rate-

controlled sintering. 

 

Secondly, rate-controlled sintering method has a pattern for the densification of the materials by 

controlled heating ratio and temperature. These patterns determine the densification, volatility, and 

adsorption gas of the material with time and temperature through preliminary experiments and it 

depends on the materials. However, this method leads to grain growth compared with the general 

sintering method. 
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As in the above method, sintering has a lot of influence on the sintered material by temperature, 

heating rate, time and atmosphere among variables. In the case of Li2TiO3 breeder, microwave sintering 

and conventional sintering are typical methods to satisfy the function as fusion fuel. Typically sintering 

methods can be distinguished by the heating method the materials. The microwave sintering method is 

directly heating the materials using a microwave of 916MHz or 2.45GHz generated from electric 

magnetic [13]. Microwave sintering can be sintered low temperature compare with the conventional 

sintering method. It is possible with a sintering time of a few minutes, which is connected saving the 

cost and energy. Also it can be possible quickly volume heating causes the interaction between 

microwaves and fine particles inner materials. As a feature, it has excellent properties for densification 

of sintered bodies. Microwave sintering is accelerated sintering process because the densification of 

sintered bodies strongly depended on ion diffusion. However, it has to consider that the ion diffusion 

ions promoted the grain growth. It is also reported that a microstructure can be obtained densificated 

and homogeneous microstructure, but it has been confirmed that the deviation of grain size is increased 

from a certain temperature. On the other hand, the conventional sintering method is heating indirectly 

(such as radiation, convection, conduction) through a heating zone depending on the type of furnace. 

To date, a lot of studies has been done on the Li2TiO3 breeder materials towards enhancing 

characteristics. The breeder materials are recommended to have homogeneous microstructure with 

small grain size [14]. The homogeneous microstructure is a fundamental property in the main function 

of tritium breeding materials, it directly affects breeding. In general, the microstructure of the sintered 

body can be strongly affected by the sintering parameters. Therefore, the sintering parameters are 

generally determined to achieve a homogeneous microstructure. In addition, the understanding of 

sintering behavior is important. In this experimental, the effects of sintering conditions on the 

microstructure of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles were investigated. 

The Li2TiO3 nano-powder with high purity was fabricated by the solid-state reaction between the 

lithium oxide (Li2O) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) where purities of Li2O and anatase-TiO2 were 99% 

and 99.9%, respectively. The starting materials were mixed by wet ball-milling process using isopropyl 

alcohol as solvent during 3h. mixed powders were dried at 60 oC in vacuum oven more than 6h. after 

than dried powders were heat treated in air atmosphere at 700oC for 12h. The XRD pattern of 

synthesized powder were shown in figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 XRD pattern of synthesized Li2TiO3 nano-powder 

The particle size of synthesized Li2TiO3 powder was approximately 150nm [6]. The morphology of 

synthesized Li2TiO3 nano-powder is presented in figure 5.9.  The Li2TiO3 pebbles were fabricated by 

the slurry droplet wetting method [7]. The synthesized Li2TiO3 nano-powders were mixed with 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and distilled water by ball milling process in 20h, a homogeneous slurry was 

achieved. And then, the Li2TiO3 slurry was dropped into the glycerin including boric acid by a syringe 

needle, and green spheres bodies were formed by dehydration and cross-linking reaction such as figure 

5.4. Then the green bodies were dried at room temperature in air.  

 

 
Figure 5.9 Morphology of synthesized Li2TiO3 nano-powder 
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In the fabrication process, the shaping of pebble is achieved hardening reaction between PVA in the 

slurry and Boric acid including glycerin. The fabricated Li2TiO3 green bodies were to be containing 

relatively a large amount carbon from the hardening reaction. Carbon can be affect the composition of 

Li2TiO3 pebble in the sintering process. Because of Carbon lead to change the molar ratio such as 

reaction: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2O +  𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2  → 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3  

2𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2O +  C → 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 + 2𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2  

The second phase (Li4TiO4) can be generate from the alteration of molar ratio in the Li2O-TiO2 

system. The phase diagram of the Li2O-TiO2 system is shown in figure 5.10 [3-4].  

 

  

Figure 5.10 Phase diagram of the Li2O-TiO2 system [3-5] 
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The various heating time in the pyrolysis step were performed for removal the carbon. Where heating 

temperature were fixed at 600 oC because of the oxidation reaction of carbon begins at the 400 oC [6] 

and the lithium is very susceptible to the volatility from 200 oC in the air atmosphere. Indeed, fixed 

heating temperature is considered the acceleration oxidation of carbon with prevention for volatilization 

of lithium. The various heating temperature is marked in Table 5.3. Residual carbon in the pebbles were 

measured by Carbon/Surfer (C/S) analysis (ELTRA CS-2000). C/S analysis was performed the four 

times per sample for the increasing reliability. The deviation and relative standard deviation (RSD) of 

measured value were less than 0.0009 and 1.7 %, respectively. After pyrolysis step, the specimens was 

sintered at 900 oC for 1h in Air or He + 1%H2 atmosphere. 

 

Specimen ID Temperature (oC) Time (h) 

P_5 600 5 

P_10 600 10 

P_20 600 20 

P_50 600 50 

Table 5.3 Pyrolysis conditions fixed at 600 0C 

 

 

5.3 Results & Discussion 

 

 

5.3.1 Effects of surface tension on the shaping of Li2TiO3 

pebbles 

 

As mentioned in the experimental section, the surface tension of the slurry was expressed as the 

slurry mixing ratio. The experiment was performed repeatedly and empirically. The morphology of the 

green pebble with different mixing ratios and the microstructure after sintering are represented.  

Figure 5.11 is shown the morphology of green pebbles with different slurry mixing ratios. Where 
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the surface tension of the slurry is lower as the water content decreasing. In the case of a lower water 

ratio (a) it has a shape like a note (crochet). A decrease in surface tension means increasing the amount 

of powder in the slurry, which leads to an increase in the viscosity of the slurry. The (e) is expected to 

have the highest coefficient of surface tension, which is contorted sphere shaping. It is expected that the 

space occupied by water in the slurry is distorted by the dehydration reaction from the glycerin. The 

keys for the optimal shape are (b), (c), and (d). The (b) and (c) are shown the tear shape. The (d) is 

shown the spherical shape. Each condition has a difference in the proportion of H2O within 1%. The 

shape clearly is observed a difference despite the narrow percentage range. In addition, the grooves due 

to the bubbles were observed on the surface of the green pebble despite using a defoaming machine. 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Morphology of green pebbles with different slurry mixing ratio. (a) S-1, (b) S-2, (c) S-

3, (d) S-4, (e) S-5. 

 

Figure 5.12 is represented the fracture surface of sintered pebbles with mixing ratio S-4 and S-5. In 

the case of S-4 (a), it showed a spherical shape, but a relatively dense shell was observed on the surface 

in the microstructure of the sintered pebble. It shows a homogeneous microstructure in the core region. 

In S-5 (b), huge bubbles were formed in the microstructure with the shell. H2O in the green pebble 

remains and forms pores through a curing reaction starting from the surface. The formed pores shrink 

during the sintering process, it will be huge bubbles. 
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Figure 5.12 Morphology of sintered pebbles with different slurry mixing ratio. (a) S-4, (b) S-5. 

 

5.3.2 Pebbles shaping with different conditions of liquid bath 

or injection method 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13 The process of forming pebbles dropped into the liquid bath (G(95)B(5)). 

 

The slurry was dropped into a liquid bath with different mixing ratios of glycerin and boric acid. The 

penetration rate of the slurry was very slow in all of the conditions. In the case of only including pure 

glycerin, the dropped slurry increased the contact angle between the glycerin and the slurry with elapsed 

time, it could penetrate into the shape of a disk or a cylinder. Figure 5.13 is represented the pebble 

formation process of the slurry dropped on the liquid bath (G(95)B(5)). The slurry dropped under the 
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condition of G(95)B(5) was initially able to penetrate into a spherical shape, but it was not clearly 

spherical shape. The rate of penetration into the liquid bath was low, and the last part of the penetration 

was hardened in the air. In order to accelerate the penetration rate, there are an accelerator, a slurry 

injection method, and a method of increasing the specific gravity of the slurry. Currently, it is difficult 

to increase the specific gravity of the slurry when considering the initial raw materials. Therefore, a 

method of injection of the slurry, and a method of adopting an accelerator was devised. 

Figure 5.14 is shown the morphology of sintered pebbles fabricated by the direct injection method 

(figure 5.6). The slurry mixing ratio was applied optimum mixing ratio (5.3.1). The shape of pebble is 

not a clear spherical shape. Pebbles fabricated by the direct injection method are mostly spherical with 

the tails. It was formed by the blades of the rotating turbine to control the amount of slurry injected 

from the needle. A problem of needle clogging was found due to the hardening of PVA because of the 

amount was controlled by interval injection along with the rotating turbine. This phenomenon will come 

as a big problem in the mass production of Pebble. In the case of the microstructure, the distribution of 

pores and grain size were in good condition, but a shell was found on the surface of the pebble. Directly 

injection method is not suitable for removing the shell. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Morphology of sintered pebbles fabricated by directly injection method. 

 

 

5.3.3 Penetration of slurry into the glycerin with boric acid 

 

 

From the results such as 5.3.2, the acetone layer is adopted for acceleration for penetration of slurry 

into the glycerin with boric acid compound. The acetone layer is made on the glycerin and boric acid 
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compound such as figure 5.15. The specific of acetone is light better than glycerin and boric acid 

compound. And the surface tension is lower better than slurry. Therefore, the adoption of acetone layer 

can be accelerate the penetration of slurry into the glycerin and boric acid compound, which also can 

be confirmed in figure 5.15. Furthermore, it can be increase the production rate of slurry droplet wetting 

method.  

 

 

Figure 5.15 the schematic of acetone layer on the glycerin and boric acid compound. 

 

 

Figure 5.16 the shaping of fabricated pebble with acetone layer. (a) green pebble, (b) sintered body. 

 

The morphology of fabricated Li2TiO3 pebbles with acetone layer are shown in figure 5.16. The 
sintered pebbles were sintered on 900 oC for 1h in air. The shaping of green pebble are present generally 
sphere. After sintering process, the shaping of pebbles is better than green pebbles. It is assumed the 
shrinkage of the green pebble during the sintering process.  
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However, the shell is confirmed on the surface of sintered pebbles. Figure 5.17 shows the 

morphology of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles at various sintering conditions. A shell structure with the 

irregular thickness from 30 up to 80 μm was observed from the surface of pebbles, which is indicated 

by the dashed line in the cross-section. The shell structure has a dense microstructure compared with 

core area. It can increase the tritium release time of the Li2TiO3 pebbles by disturbing the release 

behavior of the bred tritium in the pebble. At the same time, it can be a major source of dust from crack 

propagation on the surface of the pebbles. The generated dust from the propagation of crack would be 

disturbing the transportation pathways of tritium and sweep-gas within the solid breeding blanket, 

which is noted as the cause of the decrease of tritium breeding ratio. 

Unfortunately, the shell was not removed through the sintering conditions such as temperature, 

heating rate, and atmosphere. Figure 5.18 shows glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) 

patterns of sintered pebbles at different incidence angles. The absorption of electromagnetic waves is 

limited the penetration of the beam within the material [10]. In this result, α was set at 0.5°, 1° and 2° 

to analysis the phase of shell structure [11]. The penetration depth (z(α)) is given by 

z(𝛼𝛼) =  𝜆𝜆

�4𝜋𝜋(2)−
1
2 �[(𝛼𝛼2 − 2𝛿𝛿)2 + 4𝛽𝛽2]

1
2 − (𝛼𝛼2 − 2𝛿𝛿)�

1
2
��

 

Where α, β, δ, and λ are incidence angle, absorption factor, dispersion factor and beam wave length, 

respectively. In this case, the wave length is 0.15406 nm because beam source was CuKa. The 

absorption factor and dispersion factor of Li2TiO3 is 6.04E-7 and 4.34E-6, respectively. The calculated 

penetration depth according to incidence angles are listed in table 5.4. The GIXRD patterns obtained 

by different α showed smaller intensity as approaching to the critical angle but it is matched with the 

Li2TiO3 phase. Indeed, the shell structure is identified as the Li2TiO3 phase. 

The formation of the shell structure is presumed to originate from the non-homogeneous 

microstructure in the green pebble. Figure 5.19 is shown the cross-section of the Li2TiO3 green pebble. 

Despite the adoption of ball-milling processing for 20 hours to obtain a homogeneous slurry, a shell 

region was observed at the surface of green pebbles. The Li2TiO3 slurry with PVA and water is dropped 

into the glycerin bath including boric acid through the needle to obtain a spherical shape. The hardening 

reaction occurs between PVA and boric acid when the Li2TiO3 slurry descends to the bottom of the bath. 

At this process, the hardening reaction at surface of green pebble is relatively fast. Hence, the green 

pebble has a gradient hardening rate. Namely, the formation of a shell structure in the sintered Li2TiO3 

pebbles is supervened before the sintering process. It is expected that the one of the reasons why these 

pebbles have a shell. At the same time, it is implied the improvement of fabrication method. 
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Figure 5.18 GIXRD patterns of sintered Li2TiO3 pebble collected at different incidence angles. 

 

Angle (o) 0.5 1 2 

Depth (um) 0.2 0.3 0.7 

Table 5.4 Penetration depth with incidence angles. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Cross-section of green pebble 
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In case of the sintered pebbles in the He + 1%H2, the micro-crack is observed on the surface. Figure 

5.20 is shown the cross-section of pebbles sintered at 900 oC, 1h, 10oC/min in the He + 1%H2 

atmosphere. The shell was observed, which is a relatively dense area compared to the core. he shell is 

expected to generate unnecessary pressure in the pebble during the sintering process. Therefore the 

point of occurring cracks is assumed at the boundary between the shell and the core area, which will be 

propagated both of the core and surface. the cracks can be lead that the generation of the dust and 

fracture of pebbles, etc. are connected to the problem of fuel circulation, decreasing TBR, and so on. 

The detail of the shell is discussed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Cross-section of sintered pebbles at 900℃, 1h, 10℃/min. 

 

One of the key issues for ceramic breeder blankets is tritium release. The tritium generated in the 

ceramic breeder by neutron reactions with 6Li and/or 7Li is believed to be transported out of the breeder 

through a number of mechanisms [30]. For tritium transport behavior in ceramic breeder materials in a 

typical fusion environment, the potential number of contribution mechanisms may be very large. The 

limited amount of experimental data acquired so far leads to the following tentative step description: 

1. Production of tritium gas which the grain, primarily by 6Li(n,a)T reactions. 

2. Migration of atomic tritium to the grain boundaries by intragranular diffusion. 

3. Motion of the gas along the grain boundaries to the network of interconnected pores within the 

solid breeder. 
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4. Adsorption, desorption and surface reaction of tritium and tritium compounds at the solid/gas 

interface. 

5. Diffusion of tritium and tritium compounds along the interconnected pores and release to the 

purge flow. 

6. Convective transfer out of the breeder by the helium purge stream. 

 

  

Figure 5.20 Schematic of tritium transport mechanisms in lithium ceramics [31]. 

 

As shown in figure 5.20 [31], the bred tritium diffuses through the bulk in atomic form; it then 

diffuses along grain boundaries to the solid/gas interface where a number of surface processes occur, 

including desorption to and adsorption from the pores. The desorbed tritium then percolates along the 

open interconnected porosity to be finally convected away by the purge gas [31]. The shell can be 

disturbing the tritium transport such as figure 5.20. Therefore, the shell have to remove for the TBR.  

The Chia-Chang Lin et al. is suggested the degradation of PVA according to the pH [32]. The effect 

of pH on degradation of PVA is shown in figure 5.21. In figure 5.21, the E of x-axis is meaning of the 

degradation efficiency of PVA. The E can be show as 

𝐸𝐸 (%) =  
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡

 x 100 

Where Co is the initial PVA concentration and C is the concentration of PVA at time t. A higher E 

value represents a higher degradation efficiency of PVA. 
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Figure 5.21 Effect of pH on degradation of PVA [32]. 

 

We have to consider pH in slurry droplet wetting method because of the PVA is added the Li2TiO3 

slurry in shaping process. Where, the degradation of PVA is meaning of the hardening of slurry. The pH 

of Li2TiO3 and glycerin and boric acid compound is pH 14 and 2, respectively. The degradation of PVA 

is assumed when the slurry drop in the glycerin and boric acid compound. This degradation of PVA can 

be occurred the gradient of hardening velocity in green pebbles. Namely, the hardening velocity is 

higher on the surface of green pebble compared with core area. This gradient of hardening velocity 

according to the different pH is assumed the formation of the shell. 

The LiOH layer is adopted instead of acetone layer for confirmation effect of different pH. The pH 

of LiOH layer were conducted 2 and 14 on the glycerin and boric acid compound such as acetone layer. 

The figure 5.22 is shown the LiOH layer and shaping process of green pebbles. 
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Figure 5.22 Schematic for adoption of LiOH layer and shaping process of green pebbles. 

 

 

Figure 5.23 the morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles fabricated with different pH of LiOH layer.  

The case of pH 8 is (a). (a)-1: green pebbles, (a)-2: fracture surface of sintered body.  

The pH 14 is (b). (b)-1: green pebbles, (b)-2: fracture surface of sintered body. 
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The shaping of fabricated green pebbles through LiOH layer with different pH is presented almost 

sphere such as figure 5.22. the pH of LiOH layer were controlled by ratio LiOH / H2O. The LiOH layer 

is performed a role the acceleration for penetration of slurry into the glycerin and boric acid compound. 

The figure 5.23 is presented the morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles fabricated with different pH of LiOH 

layer. In case of pH 8, the shaping of green pebbles is satisfied the sphere. However, the shell is observed 

on the surface, which can be confirmed the (a)-2 in figure 5.23. In case of the pH 14, the shaping of 

green pebbles and the homogeneous microstructure were observed the (b) of figure 5.23. The 

degradation of PVA according to the pH is expected the formation of the shell. 

The Kathirvel Ganesan et al. is performed about the pH-induced gelation using the polysaccharide 

[33]. They are suggested that the gelation of alginate and pectin solution is due to intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding between protonated groups (carboxyl, hydroxyl) at low pH [33]. In the case of pectin, 

gelation is also stabilized by hydrophobic interactions of methylated groups. Increasing the pH leads to 

deprotonation of acidic groups which prevents aggregation of chains and eventually gelation. For 

example, alginic acid gels can be prepared by protonating the sodium salt of carboxylate functional 

groups in acidic solution [34,35]. Herein the sodium salt of carboxylate functional groups becomes 

carboxylic acid promoting the hydrogen bonding and network formation. It should be kept in mind that 

polymer degradation may occur in solutions at pH≤1. 

 

 

5.3.4 Proposal of suitable heat-treatment conditions for 

Li2TiO3 pebbles 

 

To date, a lot of studies has been done on the Li2TiO3 breeder materials towards enhancing 

characteristics. The breeder materials are recommended to have homogeneous microstructure with 

small grain size [14]. The homogeneous microstructure with grain size is a fundamental property in the 

main function of tritium breeding materials, it directly affects breeding. In general, the microstructure 

of the sintered body can be strongly affected by the sintering parameters. Therefore, the sintering 

parameters are generally determined to achieve a homogeneous microstructure. In addition, the 

understanding of sintering behavior is important. In this section, the effects of sintering conditions on 

the microstructure of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles were discussed. 
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The effect of pyrolysis time with residual carbon were investigated for removal carbon in the green 

pebbles. The weight reduction rate and amount of carbon in the pebbles according to the different 

pyrolysis time are shown in Figure 5.24. The weight reduction rate is increased with increasing pyrolysis 

time. While the carbon content is decreasing with increasing pyrolysis time. The pyrolysis time need to 

be above 20h for removal residual carbon into pebble. Therefore, the suitable pyrolysis time is above 

20h at 600 oC for removal residual carbon. The phase of Li2TiO3 pebbles can be occurred the transition 

phase, if the residual carbon is existed in the pebbles before the sintering process.  

 

 

Figure 5.24 Carbon content and weight reduction rate with different pyrolysis time in 600 oC. 

 

The Li2TiO3 pebbles will be applied in the atmosphere of mixed gas between He and H2. The mixed 

gas is occurred the reduction reaction with pebbles. Therefore the Li2TiO3 pebbles have to be stable in 

the reduction atmosphere for practice application. The figure 5.25 is shown the stable state with different 

pyrolysis time in the different atmosphere. 
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The figure 5.25 is shown the sintered pebble at the 900oC, 1h, 10oC/min with different atmosphere 

and pyrolysis time. Sintered pebbles with 5h pyrolysis time is shown different colour (dark-blue) 

depending on the sintering atmosphere. Currently, a few of data known about the colour change of the 

breeding materials depending on the heat-treatment atmosphere. T. Hoshino et al. suggested that the 

change color coincide cause of the oxygen deficiency with the conversion from Ti4+ to Ti3+ due to a 

reduction atmosphere [1]. According to Kleykamp, it is suggested that LiTiO2 containing Ti3+ is 

produced by a reduction of Li2TiO3 [2]. The other sides, the sintered pebble in He + 1% H2 atmosphere 

were observed different color (dark blue → white) with increasing the time of pyrolysis. It could be 

assumed that the insufficient oxidation reaction between carbon and oxide in the green pebble due to 

the insufficient pyrolysis time. Therefore, the residual carbon can be combined with lithium and inner 

oxygen, which generate products such as CO2, Li2CO3, Li2O, O2 and LiO. The products were detected 

by the quantitative mass spectrometry (QMS) during the heating process. the mass of green pebbles and 

detected compositions with temperature are shown in Figure 5.26. the green pebbles are heated from 

room temperature (RT) to 900 oC in the helium atmosphere. The mass of the green pebble is strongly 

influenced by the evaporation of H2O up to 270 oC. The compositions of Li2CO3, LiO2, Li2O, O2, and 

CO2 is detected from the 300 oC. the reaction between residual carbon and oxygen will accelerate the 

volatility of lithium, which is lead to detect the lithium-containing composition.. After sintering process, 

the pebbles of dark-blue colour was performed heat-treatment at 900 oC, 1h with air atmosphere which 

is presented in figure 5.27. The colour of pebble were recovered from dark-blue to white. Namely, the 

number of residual carbon decreases due to the increasing pyrolysis time, which can be expected a 

decrease in the generation for oxygen vacancies of the materials. However, the vacancies of oxygen is 

unclear about that the how can be work in practice application. It is have to study for the application. 
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Figure 5.26 Mass and detecting ion spectrometry of Li2TiO3 green pebbles during the heating. 

 

 

Figure 5.27 Pebbles (sintered in He +1%H2 atmosphere with 5h pyrolysis time)  

after heat-treatment at 900℃, 1h in air atmosphere. 

 

The XRD patterns of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles at different temperatures in atmospheres are shown 

in Figure 4.8. All XRD patterns were identified as Li2TiO3 from the JCPDS No. 01-077-8280. During 

the heat treatment of the green pebble (in Figure 4.7), lithium-containing compositions were detected. 
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It was concerned that the generation of the secondary phase (Li4Ti5O12) in the sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles 

from lithium evaporation but it was not detected. It is expected that the evaporated lithium is very small 

or generated secondary phase is less than the resolution (0.2%) of the XRD equipment. 

Figure 4.10 shows the average grain size of the sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles at 900, 1000, and 1100℃ 

for 1h with the different heating rate (2, 10℃/min) and atmosphere (Air, He + 1%H2). Average grain 

sizes at each temperature in air atmosphere were 10.6μm, 32.1μm and 41.2μm with 10℃/min while, 

13.2μm, 41.2μm and 50.8μm with 2℃/min in air. In case of He + 1% H2 atmosphere, the grain sizes 

with the heating rate 2℃/min and 10℃/min were given and average value of 12.6μm and 9.2μm, 

respectively. The sintering process is sensitive to the temperature because it occurs based on the 

thermally activation process. In the sintering procedure of ceramics, a free energy reduction by the grain 

growth is the driving force, and the growing up of grains stabilizes the system. The system is expected 

to obtain greater driving force at higher temperature, and then, grains in a sintering body are considered 

to be larger. Hence, the average grain sizes in figure 4.10 increased with increasing of the sintering 

temperature. Figure 4.10 is indicated the typical microstructure of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles on 1000℃ 

in air with different heating rate. In the case of the heating rate, average grain sizes increased with 

decreasing the heating rate. Solid-state sintering has a competitive relationship with grain growth and 

densification during the process. Brook et al. suggested fast-firing sintering as a method to inhibit grain 

growth because grain growth and densification are inversely proportional to each other [8,9].  

 

 

Figure 4.9 XRD patterns of the sintered pebbles by different temperature and atmosphere. 
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Fast-firing sintering is one of the sintering methods with a faster heating rate than conventional 

sintering. When the activation energy of the densification is greater than the activation energy of the 

grain growth, the relative ratio of (densification rate)/ (grain growth rate) is lower at lower temperatures 

and higher at higher temperatures. Therefore, it was confirmed that the grain growth was relatively 

controlled under the temperature rising rate condition of 2 ℃/min, which is exposed relatively longer 

time at the high-temperature region than that of 10 oC/min. Generally, the reducing atmosphere during 

the sintering process is used to inhibit grain boundary and improving sintering density during the 

process. However, the sintered pebble in the He + 1%H2 atmosphere shows similar grain size compared 

with the condition of air at 900 ℃. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Grain growth behavior of sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles with various sintering conditions. 
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Figure 4.11 Typical microstructure sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles with different heating ratio.  

(a) 2 oC/min, (b) 10 oC/min 

 

 

5.4 Summary 

 

In this chapter, the slurry droplet wetting method for tritium breeding materials were improved 

focusing to the improving the shaping and homogeneous microstructure of Li2TiO3 pebbles. The 

improvement of method were performed. The improvement of the fabrication method was carried out 

in two steps: shaping and heat-treatment steps. In the shaping step, a suitable mixing ratio of the Li2TiO3 

slurry was Li2TiO3 (43.3%), PVA (5%), H2O (71.7%), which were found through repeated experiments. 

However, the shell structure was observed in the sintered pebbles with regardless of the sintering 

conditions, which is confirmed the Li2TiO3 phase by the GIXRD method. It is expected that the 

formation of the shell structure will be affected on the tritium release properties and dust formation of 

the pebbles. The formation of shell is expected the gradation of PVA according to the different pH 
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between Li2TiO3 slurry and glycerin + boric acid compound. The shell can be remove the LiOH layer 

with pH 14 on the glycerin and boric acid compound. The shaping and homogeneous microstructure of 

Li2TiO3 pebbles are obtained by improvement of shaping step.  

The green pebbles are heated under various heat-treatment conditions, which can be divide the two 

step: pyrolysis step and sintering step. The sintered pebbles with various pyrolysis time are show that 

the changing the color according to the sintering atmosphere. It is assumed the residual carbon in the 

pebbles because of not enough the pyrolysis time. The sintered pebbles with above 10h pyrolysis time 

is showed the white color in reducing atmosphere. The change color form white to black white is 

occurred by oxygen vacancies [5, 36]. Therefore, the residual carbon can be accelerate the generation 

of oxygen vacancies in the reducing atmosphere. Unfortunately, the fusion reactor using the He gas 

including the x % of H2 for the transport bred tritium from the breeding materials. The carbon have to 

remove to be reasonable amount when considering the application atmosphere. And the homogeneous 

microstructure with grain size is a fundamental property in the main function of tritium breeding 

materials, it directly affects breeding. In general, the microstructure of the sintered body can be strongly 

affected by the sintering parameters. The grain size tends to increase with increasing temperature and 

decreasing the heating rate. In order to obtain a smaller grain size and homogeneous microstructure, the 

sintering temperature of 900 °C with the fast firing were optimal sintering conditions. 

At present the sintering reactor or method were developed with various technology. Generally used 

reactor such as induced-heating method are applied in this thesis. Therefore, the heat-treatment 

conditions can not identified the optimal conditions. 
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6. Proposal maximum operating temperature of Li2TiO3 pebble 

bed 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

In the solid-type breeding blanket for a fusion reactor, the tritium breeder material is used as pebble 

bed forms [1,2]. The tritium is one of the fuels for the fusion reactor and generated in the breeding 

blanket by the nuclear reaction between the neutron from fusion plasma and the lithium in breeder 

material. The bred tritium is extracted by the purge gas flow through the empty spaces inside the pebble 

bed [3,4]. Therefore, the securing of stable flow path of the purge gas inside the pebble bed is important 

to maintain the function of breeding blanket. The integrity of the pebble bed can be affected by the 

sintering and the creep phenomena of the breeder pebble bed according to the temperature increase. 

The path flow of purge gas can be clogged by the sintering behavior and the creep phenomena of the 

pebble bed when we considering application environment in the solid breeding blanket. The maximum 

temperature of the lithium metatitanate (Li2TiO3) breeder region in the solid-type breeding blanket is 

assumed to be about 900 oC [5,6]. However, the Li2TiO3 pebbles in the breeding blanket during the 

operation conditions can be sintered with neighbored pebbles and it can affect the flow path of purge 

gas and the tritium extraction from the pebble bed. In the case of a solid breeder, the high-energy 

neutrons will penetrate the pebbles, leading to tritium being generated throughout the ceramic matrix. 

Therefore, it is essential that all generated tritium be extracted from the breeder material to ensure the 

maximum possible TBR. For recovery, this tritium must diffuse to the surface, as illustrated in figure 

6.1 [13]. Because the Li2TiO3 pebbles have been manufactured by the sintering at about 850 oC - 1200 
oC [7-11]. In practice, the sintered Li2TiO3 pebble bed during the high temperature experiments has 

been reported [12]. Accordingly, the maximum operating temperature of Li2TiO3 pebble bed should be 

determined for the stable tritium extraction by the purge gas flow inside the pebble bed. This study aims 

to propose the maximum operating temperature of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed in the solid-type breeding 

blanket through the investigation of the starting temperature of sintering on the Li2TiO3 pebble bed and 

the creep deformation behavior of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed at various conditions.  
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of the tritium release process from lithium ceramic pebbles in the breeder 

blanket [13]. 

 

 

6.2 Experimental 

The sintering and creep test of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed were performed using the hot-press system. 

The Li2TiO3 pebbles with 1 mm of diameter were fabricated by the slurry droplet wetting method [7]. 

Figure 6.2 shows the hot-press system and the schematic diagram of the inside of the environmental 

chamber for sintering and creep test of the pebble bed. The Li2TiO3 pebbles were filled in the graphite 

mold. The dimension of the filled pebble bed was 22 mm(w) x 22 mm(l) x 10 mm(t). The weight of the 

Li2TiO3 pebble bed was about 10 g. The graphite mold including the pebble bed was located in the 

inside of the chamber. The pressure on the pebble bed was applied using the piston of the hot-press 

system. The shrinkage and densification of the pebble bed were evaluated by the displacement change 

of the piston, which was measured by the linear variable displacement transformer (LVDT) sensor.  
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Figure 6.2 Hot-press system for sintering and creep test of pebble bed 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Thermal and pressure history of the hot-press system.  

(a) sintering test, (b) creep test 
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The figure 6.3 is shown the thermal and pressure history of the hot-press system for (a) sintering 

test and (b) creep test of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed. The Li2TiO3 pebble bed was heated up to 1300 oC 

with a 10 oC/min of heating rate in Ar atmosphere during the sintering test. The applied pressures were 

1 MPa and 4 MPa, respectively. The temperature and pressure for the creep test of the Li2TiO3 pebble 

bed were 800 oC with different pressure (1 MPa ~ 4 MPa) and the holding time of the temperature and 

pressure on the pebble bed was 24 hours. 

 

 

6.3 Results & Discussion 

 

 

6.3.1 Sintering phenomena of Li2TiO3 pebble bed 

 

The densification of the pebble bed is able to re-plot as shown in figure 6.4, which is the 

densification curve of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied pressure of 4 MPa. The sintering of the 

Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied pressure of 4 MPa was started from about 800 oC. 

In general, the sintering behavior can be divided typically three stage by the particle compaction, 

where three stage is initial (0~3 %), intermediate (4~92%), final (93~100%) stage. The less than 3% 

shrinkage of initial stage is shown the necking phenomena such as figure 6.6 (a). In the view-point of 

the tritium breeding materials, the necking phenomena can be rewrite that the flow path of purge gas to 

extract the bred tritium inside the pebble bed will be changed smaller. Indeed the shrinkage of initial 

stage on the Li2TiO3 pebble bed can be ignored on the tritium breeding ratio. The initial stage of the 

Li2TiO3 pebble bed sintering under the applied pressure of 4 MPa was estimated at from 800 oC to 850 
oC. In addition, the starting temperature of sintering on the Li2TiO3 pebble bed was dependent on the 

applied pressure. Figure 6.5 shows the densification curve of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied 

pressure of 1 MPa. The sintering temperature of the pebble bed under the applied pressure of 1 MPa 

was about 850 oC. And the initial stage of the pebble bed sintering under the applied pressure of 1 MPa 

was estimated at from 850 oC to 900 oC. 
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Figure 6.4 Densification curve of Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied pressure of 4 MPa 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Densification curve of Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied pressure of 1 MPa 
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Figure 6.6 Schematic of sintering particles according to the sintering stage. (a) initial, (b) 

intermediate, (c) final. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Effects of temperature on densification of Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied 

pressure of 1 MPa  
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6.3.2 Creep phenomena of Li2TiO3 pebble bed 

 

In the case of high-temperature materials, it should be considered not only sintering but also creep 

phenomena. Figure 6.7 shows the effects of temperature on the densification of Li2TiO3 pebble bed 

under the applied pressure of 1 MPa. The vertical axis represents the packing factor of the Li2TiO3 

pebble bed, which was able to be calculated from the shrinkage of the pebble bed. Where the holding 

time was 24 hours at the target temperature. In the figure 6.6, the shrinkage of pebble bed under the 

applied pressure of 1 MPa at the temperature of 800 oC after 24 hours was only less than 2 % with the 

densification of pebble bed had a trend of saturation after 24 hours. However, the densification of the 

pebble bed at more than 800 oC under the 1 MPa has been still progressed even if the holding time was 

after 24 hours. The temperature of 900 oC or under is the initial stage of the sintering on the Li2TiO3 

pebble bed under the applied pressure of 1 MPa, as shown in figure 6.5. Therefore, the creep 

deformation is one of important parameters on the maximum operating temperature of the pebble bed.  

 

 

Figure 6.8 Effects of applied pressure on the densification of Li2TiO3 pebble bed at the 

temperature of 800 oC 

 

 

4 MPa 

3 MPa 

2 MPa 

1 MPa 
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The densification behavior of Li2TiO3 pebble bed at the temperature of 800 oC were investigated with 

different pressure, which as shown in figure 6.8. These conditions corresponded to the initial stage of 

the sintering on the Li2TiO3 pebble bed. The densification of the pebble bed caused by creep 

deformation under more than the 2 MPa was still ongoing even if the holding time was after 24 hours. 

The appearances of the pebble bed after the creep test at each condition were shown in figure 6.9. The 

shape of the sintered pebble bed was observed under more than the applied pressure of 2 MPa after 24 

hours. However, under the applied pressure of 1 MPa, the pebble bed was not able to be kept the shape 

of the pebble bed after the creep test. In case of 1 MPa, the pebbles can be divided easily after creep 

test. It is expected the necking phenomena between pebble and neighbor pebble. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Morphology of Li2TiO3 pebble bed after creep test at the 800 oC. 

(a) 1MPa, (b) 2MPa, (c) 3MPa, (d) 4MPa 
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6.4 Summary 

 

In this chapter, the maximum operating temperature and pressure of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed were 

proposed by the investigation of the sintering and creep behavior of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed. The initial 

stage of the sintering phenomena on the Li2TiO3 pebble bed under the applied pressure of 1 MPa and 

4 MPa were estimated at from 850 oC to 900 oC and from 800 oC and 850 oC, respectively. However, 

even though the Li2TiO3 pebble bed was located in the initial stage of sintering, it was confirmed that 

the densification of a pebble bed caused by creep deformation was progressed. From the viewpoint of 

stable extraction of bred tritium from the breeder pebble bed, it was recommended that the maximum 

operating temperature and pressure of the Li2TiO3 pebble bed were 800 oC and 1 MPa to keep the 

uniform flow path of purge gas inside the pebble bed. 
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7. Chemical Compatibility between Conceptual Design of Li2TiO3 

Pebbles bed and Structure Materials 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

The challenge is to develop structural materials which maintain high performance during prolonged 

exposure to high thermal and radiation flux. In addition to their structural properties, they may need 

chemical compatibility with coolants and be relatively easy to manufacture. The thermo-mechanical 

properties must not be degraded significantly due to damage and activation by 14 MeV neutrons. Heat 

conductivity should be maintained as well as low swelling and void formation, despite high levels of 

helium and hydrogen production. The structure material have been required some of conditions, which 

is summarized in chapter 2.1.1. The compatibility among the requirements is important when consider 

the operating conditions. Considering the structural material such as a part of the first wall, the tritium 

breeding material will be formed a pebble bed in which pebbles are stacked, it is in point-contacted with 

the structure material (figure 7.1). If there is no evaluation of compatibility between structural and 

functional materials, the application of each material is essentially impossible. Therefore, it is necessary 

to evaluate the compatibility of each structural material with the practical application environment. 

Typically, the candidates of structure material in fusion reactor are reduced activation 

ferritic/martensitic (RAFM) steels, vanadium-based alloys, tungsten (W), fiber-reinforced composites 

based on silicon carbides. 

The RAFMs have the most advanced technological and industrial development due to the experience 

acquired in fossil and nuclear energy technology. They show reasonably good thermo-physical and 

mechanical properties, adequate resistance to radiation-induced swelling and helium embrittlement, and 

good compatibility with major cooling and breeder materials. Moreover, industrial batches have already 

been produced such as the F82Hs of Japan [1-3], the EUROFER of Europe [4-6], the ARAA of Korea 

[7-9], and further studies towards super-clean steels are in progress. Development is required in several 

critical areas. Material with further reduced activation is needed, their radiation-induced hardening and 

embrittlement in a fusion relevant environment needs to be better understood. To enlarge their range of 

application to higher temperature, possible improvements using the technique of oxide dispersion 

strengthening is under investigation. 

The fiber- reinforced composites based on the silicon carbide have been conceived and developed 
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mainly for aerospace applications and fossil power generation plants due to their potential for high 

temperature operation and high corrosion resistance which allows thermodynamic efficiency to be 

maximized. In addition for use in fusion, they exhibit very low short and medium term induced 

radioactivity and afterheat. The key issues to be addressed include the irradiation performance, the 

scaling up of fabrication techniques for large components, the lack of suitable techniques for joining 

parts since welding is not possible, the effect of matrix porosity and micro-cracking on coolant hermetic 

sealing capacity, the need for standardization and (at present) the high cost[10, 11]. Silicon Carbide and 

SiC/SiC composites have become widely used as promising candidate for structural and functional 

materials of advanced nuclear systems due to their excellent mechanical and thermal properties at high 

temperatures, low induced activity in the case of high purity and resistance for irradiation, high chemical 

stability and high heat resistance. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 schematic of solid-breeding blanket 

 

Lithium-based oxide ceramics are being considered as tritium breeder materials in the blanket of 

nuclear fusion reactors. One of the anticipated advantages of ceramic materials lies in avoiding the 

corrosive attack on vessels and pipework which is expected when liquid lithium (or a liquid lithium-

lead eutectic) is used as breeding material. But even with the use of solid oxide breeder materials 

substantial corrosive attack of the metallic cases or SiC/SiC composites, e.g., the cladding tubes of 

breeder materials rods, may occur [12]. A number of compatibility tests have been performed elsewhere 

[13-18] to study the chemical reaction behavior of oxide breeder materials (Li20, LiAlO2, Li2SiO3, 

Li4SiO4, Li2TiO3, Li2ZrO3) with various materials in closed systems. Compatibility studies have been 

intensively carried out for the liquid blanket design employing molten salt, especially in Li-Pb [19]. 
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Alves et al. studied the compatibility between EUROFER and the ceramic breeder materials (Li2TiO3 

and Li4SiO4) by heating them at 873 K and for up to 2000 h in He + 0.1% H2, yet, mainly focused on 

changes of breeder pebble surface [21]. They reported the contamination of the surface of Li4SiO4 

pebbles by the constituent elements of EUROFER, while the contamination of the Li2TiO3 pebble was 

not clearly seen. A series of compatibility studies between EUROFER and lithium silicate were carried 

out by Hernandez et al. by heating them at 823 K for up to 120 days [22-24]. It is reported that the 

corrosion attack resulted in the formation of a double oxide corrosion layer on the surface of EUROFER 

where the outer and the inner layer contained Fe- and Cr-rich compositions, respectively. For the solid 

blanket concept, conversely, there is only a limited number of researches on compatibility between 

SiC/SiC composite and ceramic breeder, though comparable works using stainless steel and RAFMs 

such as F82Hs, EUROFER can be found [19, 20]. 

In this chapter, the compatibility of the SiC-based composite material and the Li2TiO3 tritium 

breeding material was evaluated in consideration of the practical application environment. From the 

results of this chapter, it is possible to accumulate data on the compatibility of SiC/SiC composites and 

Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials. We also can be propose an optimal environment for the fusion 

reactor, when two materials are applied at the same time. 

 

 

7.2 Experimental 

 

 

7.2.1 Materials 

 

The SiC/SiC composites are adopted as structure materials. NITE-SiC/SiC composites is made in 

Muroran Institute of Technology in Japan. The fiber reinforcing architecture was the CP. (the detailed 

described in chapter 3.) All of the specimens adopted as structure materials are machined the diameter 

of 7 mm with thickness 2 mm. 

We prepared Li2TiO3 pebbles from the solid state reaction between titanium oxide and lithium oxide 

as the functional materials. Stoichiometric amounts of lithium and titanium of analytical grade were 

used as raw materials [25]. These two oxides were mixed homogeneously and ball-milled in alcohol. 

This mixed powder was dried in a vacuum oven and heat-treated at 700◦C for 3 h in air. Li2TiO3 powder 
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and the sintered Li2TiO3 pebbles (chapter 5) at 900 oC, 1h, 10 oC/min, in air confirmed the Li2TiO3 

phase by the X-ray diffraction. And the size of Li2TiO3 pebbles was 1.1mm of diameter. 

 

 

7.2.2 Method 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Schematic diagram of the alumina zig and the tubular furnace. 

 

The samples were placed in the center of specially fabricated alumina zig inserted in a tubular 

furnace. In the alumina zig, a pebble bed was sandwiched between two structure materials by using an 

Inconel spring. The figure 7.2 is shown the image of the alumina zig and the tubular furnace. A dry 

vacuum pump and a turbo-molecular pump (TMP) operated until the internal pressure of the furnace 

reached 1.33 × 10−4Pa. The purge gas composed of He with/without a 0.1 vol.% H2 mixture was fed 

into the furnace until the internal pressure of the furnace reached standard atmospheric pressure. Then, 

the valve in the gas outlet line opened. The controlled purge gas directly flowed into the samples during 

the experiment. The purge gas was measured by a mass flow con-troller (MFC). The value was 200 

cc/min. The furnace was heated to 675~800◦C with heating rate of 10 oC *min−1 and was kept for 7, 

14, and 21. After completion of various heating times, the samples were removed from the furnace and 
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kept in a vacuum desiccator.  

 

 

7.3 Results & Discussion 

 

 

7.3.1 Compatibility between SiC & SiC/SiC composites and 

Li2TiO3 Pebble Bed 

 

The figure 7.3 is shown the morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites after 

evaluation at 675 oC for 7days (168). The Li2TiO3 pebble was located the upper, and the NITE-SiC/SiC 

composite was located the bottom in the figure 7.3. After evaluation of compatibility testing, the NITE-

SiC/SiC composites show the satisfied status. The F/M interface was still existed in the face of the 

contacted Li2TiO3 pebble. The oxygen in the Li2TiO3 pebbles can not be affect the oxidation of F/M 

interface. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites 

 after evaluation at 675 oC for 7days (168). 
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Figure 7.4 Morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites  

after evaluation at 675 oC for 21days (504). 

 

Figure 7.4 is shown the morphology of Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites after 

evaluation at 675 oC for 21days (504). The micro structure of Li2TiO3 pebble and NITE-SiC/SiC 

composites were not changed. F/M interface still existed in the face of the 21days. The condition of 675 

oC not be occurred the oxidation of NITE-SiC/SiC composites. However, the 800 oC was different 

compared to the condition of 675 oC. Figure 7.5 is shown the morphology with EDS mapping of 

Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites after evaluation at 800 oC for 21days (504). After 

evaluation at 800 oC for 7days, the Li2TiO3 pebble and the NITE-SiC/SiC composites were shown the 

different microstructure. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Morphology with EDS mapping of Li2TiO3 pebbles and NITE-SiC/SiC composites  

after evaluation at 800 oC for 7days (168h). 
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The Li2TiO3 pebbles was shown the decreasing of the oxygen with increasing the silicon a partially. 

Also, the NITE-SiC/SiC composite was shown the layer with oxygen and silicon. The changing of the 

chemical components is expected the migration of element by the temperature. The layer is expected 

the Li-Si-O system. However, the furthermore analysis about the layer are required. 

 

7.4 Summary 

 

In this chapter, the compatibility of the SiC-based composite material and the Li2TiO3 tritium 

breeding material was evaluated with the consideration of the practical application environment. The 

NITE-SiC/SiC composite material shows excellent coexistence with the Li2TiO3 breeding material up 

to 675 oC and 500 h. It is stable up to high temperatures compared to the operating temperature of 

blanket systems that use low emissivity steel (RAFMs). 

Under the condition of 800 oC, interatomic diffusion of elements from the growth material and 

structural material and oxides on the surface of the NITE-SiC/SiC composite material is produced. The 

growth material exhibits microstructure changes and microcracks as the temperature rises. 

From the results in this chapter, when NITE-SiC/SiC composite material is applied to the structural 

material and Li2TiO3 is applied to the growth material, it is considered that the temperature can be 

safely used up to 675 oC in the environment of He + 0.1% H2. A more detailed evaluation is required 

for the determination of the upper limit of the stable temperature and the coexistence above 800 °C. 

From the results of this chapter, it is possible to accumulate data on the compatibility of NITE-SiC/SiC 
composites and Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials. We also can propose an optimal environment for 
the fusion reactor, when two materials are applied at the same time.  
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8. Summary and conclusions 

 

 

Ceramics is a promising candidate as structural/functional materials of the solid-breeding blanket, 

which is expected that effectively increase in terms of energy production efficiency of nuclear fusion 

reactors. In this study, the ceramics were adopted SiC/SiC composites as structural materials and 

Li2TiO3 breeder as functional materials. 

SiC/SiC composites can be applicate as structural materials such as first wall and side wall of blanket 

and tritium breeding zone, which enables generation energy at higher temperature than metals. Despite 

advantages of SiC/SiC composites over metals, composites with complicated shapes have own 

properties depending on their fiber reinforcing architectures. The strength such as in-plan, inter-laminar 

shear strength was similar approximate but the elastic modulus of specimens was different with fiber 

reinforcing architecture. From the comparison of a fracture surface and load-displacement curve 

analysis, the cross points of longitudinal or transverse direction fibers were suggested to behave as 

obstacles for both deformation and crack propagation. Although potential applications of SiC/SiC 

composites for fusion reactor is applied under very high vacuum environment (~ 10−5 Pa), it is required 

to consider their oxidation resistance for the prediction of accident tolerance at the loss of vacuum 

accident (LOVA) as well as the adulation of proper lifespan at long-term normal operation. NITE-

SiC/SiC composites represented an extremely low amount of weight loss without any change of shape 

and size, even if these materials exposed at the severe oxidation environment under the forced flow of 

oxidative gas. The weight change speed of NITE-SiC/SiC composites clearly decreased with increasing 

the oxidation holding time. We suggested barrier SiC coat for resistance oxidation. It was confirmed 

that the CVD-SiC outer coating could be regarded as an effective environmental barrier for the oxidation 

proof resistance of NITE-SiC/SiC composites. 

Li2TiO3 is Li-containing ceramics, which is a promising candidate for tritium breeding materials. 

The most important among the breeding materials is high tritium breeding ratio. In chapter 5 & 6, It 

was possible to obtain a spherical shape with a diameter (1mm), suitable grain boundary (5~10um), and 

a homogeneous microstructure under the required to efficiently produce the tritium by improvement of 

fabrication method. Also we are proposed that the optimal operation conditions from the sintering 

behavior with creep behavior of pebble bed. Because of the Li2TiO3 pebbles in the breeding blanket 

during the operation conditions can be sintered with neighbored pebbles and it can affect the flow path 

of purge gas and the tritium extraction from the pebble bed. 
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Finally, we are evaluated compatibility between SiC/SiC composites and Li2TiO3 tritium breeding 

materials. It was possible to predict that the oxidation behavior each of structure material and ion 

diffusion in both of the materials. Also, these results can be applied as a prediction of a lifetime and 

suggestion the optimal operation conditions when applicate the SiC/SiC composites and Li2TiO3 

breeder as structural and functional material. 

A design with the improved structural integrity of the breeding blanket is expected from the 

evaluation of the mechanical properties of the SiC/SiC composite material with a different fiber 

reinforcing architecture. Furthermore, the Li2TiO3 tritium breeding materials with suitable physical 

properties were fabricated by improvement fabrication method, which is expected to increase the 

efficiency of the fusion power reactor applied to the breeding blanket concept. 
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